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ABSTRACT
Today’s supercomputers and cloud systems run many data-centric applications
such as machine learning, graph algorithms, and cognitive processing, which have
large data footprints and complex data access patterns. With computational capac-
ity of large-scale systems projected to rise up to 50GFLOPS/W , the target energy-
per-bit budget for data movement is expected to reach as low as 0.1pJ/bit, assuming
200bits/FLOP for data transfers. This tight energy budget impacts the design of
both chip-scale networks and main memory systems. Conventional electrical links
used in chip-scale networks (0.5−3pJ/bit) and DRAM systems used in main memory
(> 30pJ/bit) fail to provide sustained performance at low energy budgets. This the-
sis builds on the promising research on silicon-photonic technology to design system
architectures and system management policies for chip-scale networks and main mem-
ory systems. The adoption of silicon-photonic links as chip-scale networks, however,
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is hampered by the high sensitivity of optical devices towards thermal and process
variations. These device sensitivities result in high power overheads at high-speed
communications. Moreover, applications differ in their resource utilization, resulting
in application-specific thermal profiles and bandwidth needs. Similarly, optically-
controlled memory systems designed using conventional electrical-based architectures
require additional circuitry for electrical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical conver-
sions within memory. These conversions increase the energy and latency per memory
access. Due to these issues, chip-scale networks and memory systems designed using
silicon-photonics technology leave much of their benefits underutilized.
This thesis argues for the need to rearchitect memory systems and redesign net-
work management policies such that they are aware of the application variability
and the underlying device characteristics of silicon-photonic technology. We claim
that such a cross-layer design enables a high-throughput and energy-efficient unified
silicon-photonic link and main memory system. This thesis undertakes the cross-
layer design with silicon-photonic technology in two fronts. First, we study the vary-
ing network bandwidth requirements across different applications and also within
a given application. To address this variability, we develop bandwidth allocation
policies that account for application needs and device sensitivities to ensure power-
efficient operation of silicon-photonic links. Second, we design a novel architecture of
an optically-controlled main memory system that is directly interfaced with silicon-
photonic links using a novel read and write access protocol. Such a system ensures
low-energy and high-throughput access from the processor to a high-density memory.
To further address the diversity in application memory characteristics, we explore
heterogeneous memory systems with multiple memory modules that provide varied
power-performance benefits. We design a memory management policy for such sys-
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We currently live in an age of unprecedented amounts of data. Data is ubiquitous.
Generation over generation, human ingenuity to store data has advanced exponen-
tially, beginning with the ancient cave paintings to the Voyager Golden Record to a
flash drive that is the size of a thumb. Our ability to develop means to store and
process data has been a major driving force behind societal advancement.
With the digital revolution in the 21st century, the ability to efficiently generate,
process, and store this data is becoming critical across many sectors. Computational
genomics is a field that is fast progressing towards extreme data-centric computing.
Since the inception of the Human Genome Project in 2003 to map the entire human
genomic sequence, the genomic data has been doubling every 11 months and is ex-
pected to surpass the total data requirements of Youtube and Twitter by 2025 (Cirillo
and Valencia, 2019). As another example, a year of particle collisions at the Large
Hadron Collider generates about one million petabytes (Hesla, 2012). Scientists now
record only part of the raw data, but imagine the level of our understanding of the
universe if they had the means to store the entire raw data. As a final example, to
study the interaction between humans and computers, natural language processing
models have seen major breakthroughs in linguistics, artificial intelligence, and cryp-
tography techniques. In 2019, Nvidia released a model, Megatron, with 8.5 billion
parameters (Nvidia, 2019), while Microsoft developed Turing-NLG with 17 billion
parameters (Microsoft, 2019). The GPT-3 model developed by OpenAI in 2021 uses
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174 billion parameters and requires 350GB of memory (Floridi and Chiriatti, 2020).
It seems inevitable that we will reach levels of petabytes of data per day within the
next decade.
Rapid proliferation in application datasets and their computational complexity
has been pushing the demand for denser integration of compute cores and memory
modules on a single chip. Manycore chips are already a big part of modern supercom-
puters and data centers. Mellanox’s TILE-Gx72 is a 72-core system-on-chip that is
used in intelligent networking, multimedia, and cloud applications (Mellanox, 2015).
Intel’s Xeon Phi series integrates up to 72 cores and multiple memory modules in a
single chip (Sodani, 2015; Bradford et al., 2017), while AMD’s EPYC processor fam-
ily integrates 64 cores in a single chip (Lepak et al., 2017). The emergence of GPUs
for machine learning and AI applications have yielded chip designs with thousands of
lightweight cores. Nvidia’s Turing GPUs have more than 4000 CUDA cores (Nvidia,
2018) and AMD’s Navi/RDNA GPUs have more than 2500 cores (AMD, 2019).
The data-centric nature of emerging applications is pushing the design focus of
manycore systems from how fast tasks can be executed to how fast data can be moved
and how efficiently data can be accessed from memory systems. This has prompted
the design of cost-effective and energy-efficient integration of compute cores, memory
modules, and chip-scale networks in computer systems that serve supercomputers,
data centers, and cloud systems. Critical design challenges in such dense manycore
chips arise from 1 how fast the communication network can service requests among
the different compute units and memory units, 2 how fast data can be read from
and written to the memory unit, and 3 what degree of parallelism is offered by the
network system and the memory unit in servicing these requests.
The prominent communication network in manycore chips relies on electrical link
technology, which provides a maximum bandwidth of 112Gb/s at 10−50pJ/bit (Wade
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et al., 2020; Pasricha and Nikdast, 2020). With roadmaps for on-chip bandwidth
suggesting upwards of 1Tbps (Kim and Kim, 2014), it is impractical that electrical
links can meet such demands due to their technological limitations, cost challenges,
and energy constraints. On the main memory front, DRAM is the conventional
technology used in most commercial servers and data centers. DDR4 DRAM provides
a capacity of tens of GB with a bit density of 0.14Gb/mm2 at 40pJ/bit for read/write
accesses. However, power consumption in DRAM, especially the leakage power, grows
substantially with technology scaling, with current DRAM consuming 40% of total
system power (Mutlu, 2018; Paul et al., 2015). Moreover, DRAM internal bandwidth
is not scaling at the same rate as application requirements. Thus, the challenges
in data movement and data access are forcing a paradigm shift in the network and
memory design to attain energy-efficient execution of data-centric applications.
This thesis explores emerging chip-scale network and memory system solutions
based on silicon-photonic link and optical integration technology. Device research
has demonstrated silicon-photonic links as high-bandwidth and low-latency fabrics
for chip-scale communication, and phase change materials with optical control as a
scalable and non-volatile memory technology. A key missing link has been adapting
such devices in manycore chips and developing the necessary architecture and system-
level solutions that are tailored to the optical properties of these devices. This thesis
claims that designing system architectures and management policies that are aware
of the application variabilities and device characteristics is essential towards achiev-
ing an energy-efficient unified “silicon-photonic link and optically-controlled memory”
system. To this end, this thesis develops runtime power-management policies for
silicon-photonic links, architectural designs to integrate optically-controlled phase
change memory with silicon-photonic links, and memory management policies for
improving the energy efficiency of heterogeneous memory systems.
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1.1 Designing Energy-efficient Silicon-Photonic Links
The rapid data growth and resulting compute and memory capacity in manycore
systems make data movement a significant burden in chip-scale networks. Using
conventional electrical links, an L1/L2 cache access on the same chip takes only
about 0.1− 0.2pJ/bit for data transfers, whereas the chip-scale data access to an L3
cache or main memory can often take up to 10 − 50pJ/bit (Pasricha and Nikdast,
2020). The latter energy numbers are 100× higher than the energy efficiency budgets
of supercomputers, cloud systems and data centers (Bergman, 2018). Enabling faster
data movement at improved energy-per-bit over the chip-scale networks is, therefore,
a key goal to address.
With advances in CMOS integration of silicon-photonics technology, chip-scale
networks using silicon-photonic links are being developed. In 2020, Ayar Labs com-
mercialized TeraPHY, a system that uses silicon-photonic links for chip-scale com-
munication, providing up to 2Tbps bandwidth, and that is currently integrated into
Intel’s Stratix10 FPGA (Wade et al., 2020). Mellanox, now part of Nvidia, devel-
oped an optical transceiver of data rates up to 500Gps for GPU-accelerated com-
puting (Rumley et al., 2017). Unlike electrical links, silicon-photonic links are able
to deliver bandwidths on the order of > 1Tbps at reduced latency and negligible
data-dependent power. Despite these promising benefits, silicon-photonic links suffer
from increased power overhead at higher data rates. This overhead results from laser
sources emitting optical signals and the power dissipated in electrical circuitry for se-
rialization, modulation, and filtering of optical signals. Furthermore, optical devices
such as MRRs are highly sensitive to thermal variations, requiring additional heating
power for thermal tuning. This power overhead increases the network energy-per-bit
for chip-scale communication. Figure 1·1 demonstrates the increasing energy-per-bit
of silicon-photonic links with increasing data rates (Bahadori et al., 2017b).
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Figure 1·1: Energy-per-bit consumption in silicon-photonic links with
increasing data rate (Bahadori et al., 2017b).
Power management in silicon-photonic links is a challenging task due to this direct
trade-off between bandwidth and energy. Using a cross-layer approach enables a
deeper understanding of the device-level sensitivities of optical devices, architectural
and design parameters, impact of system-level bandwidth requirements, power and
thermal profile, and implementation of the software stack. We, therefore, introduce
three primary techniques for energy-efficient operation of silicon-photonic links as
chip-scale networks:
1. Bandwidth allocation for silicon-photonic links: We proposeWAVEleng-
th Selection (WAVES ) policies for power-efficient execution of silicon-photonic
links. WAVES uses the bandwidth requirement of an application to activate the
minimum number of optical channels for that application. Our first WAVES
policy, Static Oracle-WAVES (SO-WAVES ) uses the average bandwidth re-
quirement for an application to select the number of optical channels (Narayan
et al., 2019). However, SO-WAVES does not account for the runtime dynamic
trends in application’s bandwidth requirement. Our PROactive WAVES pol-
icy (PROWAVES ) predicts the network activity for future application phases
using a time-series forecasting model to select the number of optical chan-
nels (Narayan et al., 2020b). Using graph and HPC workloads from standard
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benchmark suites, we demonstrate substantial power savings with SO-WAVES
and PROWAVES compared to a system that uses all of its optical channels.
2. MRR thermal remapping during runtime application execution: Due
to the high sensitivity of MRRs towards PV and TV, we develop a method
that accounts for the fabrication PV and chip-scale TV at each application
phase. This thesis models the low-level thermal control loop at the system-level
for the first time to capture the effects of TV-induced shifts and the resultant
heating power. Modeling the thermal control loop enables SO-WAVES and
PROWAVES to perform MRR remapping due to TV-induced shifts at applica-
tion runtime and activate the optimal set of optical channels with lowest heating
power (Narayan et al., 2020b).
3. Application instrumentation assisted bandwidth allocation: The com-
munication traffic in chip-scale networks highly depends on the software imple-
mentation of the application. Our proposed system-level policies, SO-WAVES
and PROWAVES, do not account for this dependence. We, therefore, design
a framework to perform application instrumentation at the software-level that
can assist our runtime WAVES policies to further improve the energy efficiency
of silicon-photonic links (Narayan et al., 2020a).
1.2 Designing Scalable and High-throughput Main Memory
In addition to data movement, the key factors affecting the energy efficiency of data-
centric applications are data storage and data access in the main memory. DRAM
has been the prominent main memory used in the majority of computing systems.
Unfortunately, DRAM technology faces critical scaling challenges at sub 20nm nodes.
At lower technology nodes, leakage current in DRAM is higher, resulting in high
idle power in DRAM cells (Mutlu, 2013; Kang et al., 2014; Lefurgy et al., 2003).
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Figure 1·2: (a) DRAM technology scaling from 2005 to 2018 adapted
from (Bergal, 2019). (b) Price per GB of DRAM from 1991 to 2019,
according to the Objective Analysis graph (Hertz, 2021).
Moreover, DRAM cells uses capacitors to store charge, which leak charge over time
and require periodic refresh to rewrite the data. These challenges put a significant
burden on memory vendors working to scale down the technology nodes of memory
chips. Figure 1·2 shows that DRAM scaling and the price per DRAM capacity have
slowed down since 2010. To compound these issues, the limited memory bandwidth of
DRAM systems fails to meet the increased bandwidth demands arising from parallel
accesses of most data-centric applications.
We, therefore, need a main memory system that is amenable to technology scaling,
has high bit density, meets the high capacity and bandwidth demands of data-centric
applications, and uses low energy for memory accesses. NVM systems provide a scal-
able and non-volatile memory alternative with increased bit density and zero leakage
power. A promising class of NVMs are PCMs with electrical control (EPCMs) owing
to their higher reliability, increased bit density, and better write endurance (Bedeschi
et al., 2008; Burr et al., 2010; Wuttig et al., 2017; Nirschl et al., 2007). Though
EPCMs are highly scalable with increased bit density than DRAM, incur significant
performance and energy overhead. Recent advances in device research have demon-
strated phase change materials with optical control. These optically-controlled PCM
cells, OPCM cells, demonstrate significantly higher bit density per cell compared
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to other NVM cells, in addition to data non-volatility and high scaling. Moreover,
the OPCM cells provide the opportunity for direct access with silicon-photonic links,
thereby providing orders of magnitude higher memory bandwidth. Unfortunately, the
current memory architectures for DRAM and EPCM systems are designed for elec-
trical addressing and encounter major design challenges (such as increased latency,
high energy, thermal issues) when adapted for OPCM cells. A main memory system
using OPCM cells, therefore, requires a complete redesign of the microarchitecture,
read/write access protocol, and address mapping.
In addition to the high bandwidth requirements in data-centric applications, these
applications also exhibit significant diversity in their memory characteristics. For ex-
ample, a highly parallel video rendering application exhibits high memory parallelism,
while an iterative graph application exhibits very poor memory parallelism. Since
memory modules are primarily designed to optimize either latency, bandwidth or
power, a homogeneous memory system (such as DDRx, HBM, RLDRAM, LPDDRx,
etc.) falls substantially short of addressing the diverse memory characteristics of ap-
plications. It is, therefore, beneficial to design a heterogeneous memory system with
multiple memory modules, where different modules are optimized for different met-
rics. The performance of such a heterogeneous memory system is contingent on the
memory management policy that can allocate pages based on the heterogeneity in
memory characteristics within a given application.
The major contributions of this thesis towards designing an energy-efficient and
high-throughput main memory system focus on two fronts.
1. Architecting OPCM memory system with silicon-photonic links: This
thesis presents the first architectural design of a main memory system using
OPCM cells that is directly accessed using silicon-photonic links. Our pro-
posed COmbined System of Optical Phase ChangeMemory and Optical LinkS
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(COSMOS ) uses a novel read and write access protocol for accessing the mem-
ory cells in a multibanked OPCM array. COSMOS also uses an E-O-E control
unit to map the standard DRAM protocol commands, data and addresses into
optical signals to access the OPCM array. Owing to the increased bit density of
OPCM cells and the high-bandwidth-density of silicon-photonic links, COSMOS
demonstrates significant performance and energy benefits over EPCM systems.
Moreover, COSMOS is the first NVM system with comparable performance
and energy as DRAM systems, with increased bit density, higher scalability,
non-volatility and zero leakage power.
2. Memory management for heterogeneous memory systems: We demon-
strate that memory objects allocated in heap space exhibit substantial diversity
in their memory characteristics. To address this diversity, this thesis presents
MemoryObjectClassification andAllocation (MOCA) (Narayan et al., 2018).
MOCA uses the memory intensity and MLP of memory objects to classify their
memory characteristics, and uses this information at runtime to allocate them
in the appropriate memory module in a heterogeneous memory system.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of the thesis begins with a background on silicon-photonic link tech-
nology and optically-controlled phase change memory cells, and a review of related
work in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents our system-level power-management policies
for reducing the photonic power in silicon-photonic links. Chapter 4 describes the ar-
chitecture of COSMOS, a non-volatile OPCM main memory system, where the mem-
ory cells are directly interfaced using silicon-photonic links. Chapter 5 presents our
memory management policy, MOCA, for heterogeneous memory systems. Chapter 6




This chapter starts with an introduction on 2.5D-integrated manycore systems as a
promising alternative to 2D and 3D-stacked systems. We discuss the challenges for
data-centric applications running on manycore systems arising from the limitations of
chip-scale networks and main memory. The chapter then introduces silicon-photonic
links as high-bandwidth-density and low-latency networks and reviews the existing
works on designing energy-efficient silicon-photonic links. We then present the opera-
tion of an optically-controlled PCM cell and its promise in designing a non-volatile and
high-throughput main memory that can be directly interfaced with silicon-photonic
links. Later, the chapter discusses heterogeneous memory systems with different
power-performance characteristics and the existing works on memory manegement in
such systems. The chapter concludes with an overview of the distinguishing aspects
of this thesis compared to the existing works.
2.1 2.5D Manycore Computing Systems
The growing need for data-centric processing is driving the design of manycore chips
with hundreds of logic cores. The design of such a densely integrated manycore chip
in conventional 2D fabrication results in large die sizes and reduced manufactur-
ing yields, contributing to high fabrication costs (Gelsinger, 2001). Since the late
2000s, 3D integration has been explored as an alternative to 2D manycore chips. 3D-
integrated chips enable vertical stacking of multiples dies using dense TSVs, which
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provide high-bandwidth-density between multiple dies. However, the increased tran-
sistor density with vertical stacking leads to high power density and high chip tem-
peratures. Consequently, sophisticated cooling techniques and complex packaging
solutions for 3D-integrated chips contribute to increased costs (Kandlikar, 2014).
2.5D integration has gained popularity as an alternative technology to 2D and
3D integration. In 2.5D-integrated manycore chips, multiple smaller chiplets are in-
tegrated on a large interposer. 2.5D-integrated chips are more cost-effective than 2D
chips, as breaking down a large monolithic chip into multiple smaller chiplets im-
proves the manufacturing yield (Stow et al., 2016). 2.5D-integrated chips also result
in a lower power density than 3D-integrated chips, thereby resulting in lower chip
temperatures (Stow et al., 2016). 2.5D integration further decouples the design of
compute cores, accelerators (GPUs, APUs, etc.) and the memory systems (Kannan
et al., 2015). Such an approach enables flexible integration of homogeneous or hetero-
geneous dies. 2.5D integration has, therefore, become prominent in commercial chips
such as Xilinx Vertex 7 (Saban, 2011), Nvidia Tesla and Pascal GPUs (Hu et al.,
2018), ARM CoWoS (Lin et al., 2020) and AMD Fiji GPU series (Lee et al., 2016a).
Intel has also developed a 2.5D stacking technology called Embedded Multi-die In-
terconnect Bridge for their FPGA products (Mahajan et al., 2016) and Foveros for
their LakeField CPU (Ingerly et al., 2019).
2.1.1 Chip-scale Networks in 2.5D Manycore Systems
A critical performance bottleneck with integrating higher number of cores and chiplets
in 2.5D manycore systems arises from the data movement in the network. Such a
bottleneck could crop up due to several factors ranging from many-to-few network
patterns blocking critical packets (Li and Chen, 2020), non-uniformity of the trans-
mission data sizes (Shamim et al., 2019), redundancy of transmitted data, or local
congestions in the network blocking other packets (Liu et al., 2018). Increasing the
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number of cores and chiplets in 2.5D manycore systems, therefore, demands an effi-
cient design of the chip-scale network. Vivet et al. design flexible and scalable system
network topologies between the chiplets using an active interposer (Vivet et al., 2020).
NoD is an independent network chiplet for 2.5D manycore chips that is responsible for
routing packets from a source router to a destination router (Ebrahimi et al., 2017).
Jerger et al. develop an asymmetric network-on-chip organization that accounts for
the various network attributes (Jerger et al., 2014). Though these works implement
efficient communication network designs, the basic fabric underneath such designs
uses electrical link technology that underperforms severely due to its constrained
bandwidth and long latencies.
2.1.2 Main Memory in 2.5D Manycore Systems
A primary benefit with 2.5D manycore chips is the integration of memory modules
on the same interposer as compute chiplets in contrast to 2D manycore chips that
have processors and memory as separate dies. An interposer-based design in 2.5D
chips also decouples the size of the processor chip from the memory stacks, which is
an issue with 3D-integrated memory-processor chips (Loh et al., 2015). As a result,
a larger size of memory chips can be integrated on the interposer. Current memory
chips provide fixed bandwidth per stack. Integrating multiple such memory modules
on an interposer increases the overall memory capacity as well as the peak memory
bandwidth of the system. As an example, the HBM has a data transfer rate of 1024
bits operating at 1GT/s, yielding a memory bandwidth of 128GB/s (JEDEC, 2013).
With 8 HBM stacks integrated on the interposer and exposed to the compute chiplets,
the total available bandwidth grows to 1TB/s (Loh et al., 2015).
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2.2 Silicon-Photonic Link Technology
Silicon-photonic links enable data transfers at the speed of light. Compared to conven-
tional electrical links, silicon-photonic links provide high-bandwidth-density at lower
latencies and negligible data-dependent power. Silicon-photonic links are, therefore,
emerging as a promising network solution in 2.5D manycore systems for data-centric
applications. The feasibility of on-chip integration of optical devices such as photodi-
odes, low-loss waveguides, grating couplers, and MRR modulators and filters through
slightly adapted or unmodified CMOS process has revolutionized the design of silicon-
photonic links (Virot et al., 2014; Cardenas et al., 2009; Wade et al., 2015; Bogaerts
et al., 2012).
With the maturity of silicon-photonic links for chip-scale communication, several
industrial and academic efforts have focused on designing 2.5D manycore systems
with such links. Oracle developed the Macrochip (Koka et al., 2010), which inte-
grates multiple manycore processors in a single package with silicon-photonic links,
yielding high inter-die communication bandwidth. Galaxy is a multi-chip architecture
that integrates multiple small chiplets through optical fibers and incorporates local
electrical signaling for near-communication and photonic waveguides for distant intra-
chiplet communication (Demir et al., 2014). Grani et al. implement a crossbar-based
PNoC using arrayed waveguide grating router on a silicon interposer and demonstrate
high bisection bandwidth at low energy-per-bit values (Grani et al., 2017).
2.2.1 Operation of WDM Silicon-Photonic Link
Figure 2·1 illustrates communication via a silicon-photonic link. A laser source emits
multiple optical signals with n different resonant wavelengths λ1, λ2, ..., λn. 1 An
optical fiber carries these n signals from the laser source to an on-chip waveguide,
1The laser source can be either off-chip or integrated on-chip. In our work, we consider off-chip
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Figure 2·1: An example WDM silicon-photonic link. An off-chip laser
emits 3 different optical signals. 3 MRRs at Tx modulate the data onto
these 3 optical signals, and 3 MRRs at Rx filter out the data from these 3
optical signals.
where optical coupling is achieved using grating couplers. Owing to WDM, multiple
optical signals, each with a distinct resonant wavelength, can coexist in the same
waveguide with minimal crosstalk. Prior works have demonstrated up to 32 optical
signals in a single waveguide, resulting in dense WDM and, consequently, higher
bandwidth density for on-chip communication (Lee et al., 2008).
In Figure 2·1, data is sent over the silicon-photonic link from Tx to Rx. MRRs are
used for data modulation at Tx and data filtering at Rx. An MRR utilizes a coupling
mechanism to access the optical signal in a waveguide. When the coupled optical
wave in an MRR builds up a round trip phase that is an integral multiple of 2π,
the MRR is in resonance with it and most of the optical power is diverted from the
waveguide to the MRR. A cascade of n MRRs are placed at Tx, each with a resonant
wavelength matching one of the n optical signals from the laser. A data packet is
first serialized and modulated by an MRR on to one of the optical signals. Similarly,
another data packet is serialized and modulated by another MRR on to a second
optical signal. The modulated optical signals traverse the silicon-photonic link to Rx.
At Rx, another set of n MRRs are placed, each of which resonates as the n optical
signals. Each MRR can filter out a modulated optical signal with matching resonant




























Figure 2·2: MRR sensitivity to TV and PV. MRRs are designed to
resonate at peak resonant wavelength of an optical signal. TV and
PV induces shifts in the MRR resonant wavelength. The MRRs are
supplied with heating power to tune back to laser wavelength.
photodetector (Lischke et al., 2015) that converts the optical signal into an electrical
signal. This electrical signal is amplified by a TIA, and read by a set of comparators
as either logic 0 or logic 1.
2.2.2 Device-level Characteristics
MRRs are typically fabricated using silicon, which has a high thermo-optic coeffi-
cient (1.86 × 10−4K−1) (Densmore et al., 2009). With changes in temperature, the
high thermo-optic coefficient induces variations in the refractive index of the MRR,
which in turn shifts the MRR resonant wavelength to a higher value, as shown in
Figure 2·2. As a result, the MRR moves out of resonance with its coupled optical
signal’s wavelength. Silicon MRRs have been demonstrated to have a high sensitivity
to TV, about 70− 100pm/K (Padmaraju and Bergman, 2014). With chip tempera-
ture gradients rising as high as 20− 25K, the MRR resonant wavelength shift due to
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TV becomes critically high. Moreover, the MRRs at Tx and Rx experience different
resonant wavelength shifts due to the on-chip thermal gradients. The resulting mis-
matches in the MRR resonant wavelengths at Tx and Rx, therefore, impact the link
integrity during data transmission in the silicon-photonic link.
Furthermore, the non-idealities associated with CMOS fabrication process intro-
duce variations in the thickness, width and roughness of the MRRs (Chen et al.,
2013). Krishnamoorthy et al. quantify the intrawafer and interwafer variations on
the resonant wavelengths of MRRs (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2011). Their study shows
that absolute resonances of MRRs cannot be controlled across the wafers or even
across reticles within a wafer. Due to variations in waveguide width, silicon thickness
and etch-depth non-uniformities, the effective refractive index of silicon changes. As
a result, the resonant wavelengths of MRRs shift significantly from the design intent,
as shown in Figure 2·2. Therefore, during the fabrication process of a die reticle, two
distant MRRs in the same die experience completely different shifts in their resonant
wavelengths. These PV-induced shifts further add to the TV-induced mismatches in
Tx and Rx MRR resonant wavelengths.
It is, therefore, critical to mitigate the effect of TV- and PV-induced resonant
wavelength shifts to ensure reliable communication using silicon-photonic links.
2.2.3 Thermal Management in Silicon-Photonic Links
Active control of MRR resonant wavelengths is carried out by thermally tuning an
MRR to the higher order resonant wavelength of an optical signal. Figure 2·2 shows
the thermal tuning of an MRR, which is achieved by controlled local heat injection
using resistive heaters inside the MRRs. These heaters supply energy to the MRRs
using Joule effect, thereby increasing the MRR temperature and right-shifting the
MRR resonant wavelength (Bahadori et al., 2017a). The MRR, thus, locks on to the










Figure 2·3: An analog thermal control loop compares the photocurrent
with a reference current and drives a heater current to thermally tune an
MRR.
Thermal Control Loop
Thermal tuning with controlled local heat injection requires a closed-loop feedback
system that monitors the MRR resonance shift and the tuning required for an MRR
to lock on to an optical signal. As shown in Figure 2·3, this is done by measuring the
optical power on the drop port of the MRR with a photodetector. An analog control
compares the photocurrent to a reference current that is set based on the MRR
resonance. The error signal drives a heater current to thermally tune the MRR using
Joule heating. The heater maintains a fixed temperature within the MRR, so that
the MRR resonance remains fixed to the resonant wavelength of the optical signal.
Several design techniques exist for analog thermal control to close the feedback loop
and derive a heating level from the optical monitoring of the drop port (Rakowski
et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Thonnart et al., 2018; Li et al., 2015).
Additionally, a second level of control is required to handle the large temporal
TV occurring at runtime. When the large TV introduces an increased shift in the
MRR resonant wavelength, thermally tuning the MRR to its original optical channel
requires a high heater power. Fortunately, with WDM, the resonant wavelengths
of optical channels are evenly spaced in the FSR as shown in Figure 2·4. It is,
therefore, possible to thermally tune MRR0 and lock it to λ1 instead of λ0. This
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Figure 2·4: (a) The thermal control loop maintains the 4 MRRs at
the resonant wavelength of 4 optical signals. (b) A large TV induces
a high MRR resonance shift, and the thermal control loop performs
thermal remapping to a new set of optical signals.
additional level of control enables the wavelength remapping of MRRs to a different
set of optical channels. During an application execution, when the chip temperature
increases close to the target MRR temperature, the analog thermal control forces a
remapping of MRRs to a different set of optical channels. These remappings between
n wavelengths are only possible if the heater efficiency is high enough that it can shift
by more than FSR/n with some margin. As remapping requires larger amounts of
thermally-controlled shifts, it is a relatively slow process of about 100µs, but occurs
less than once per second due to the thermal inertia of chips (Thonnart et al., 2018).
System-level Management
The analog thermal control to thermally tune the MRRs is an effective thermal man-
agement technique in silicon-photonic links. However, such device-level techniques
do not account for the runtime characteristics of workloads. There is a strong diver-
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sity in workloads’ runtime bandwidth and resource utilization that result in highly
workload-specific power and thermal profiles. The heating power for MRR thermal
tuning is, therefore, a strong function of the system architecture and runtime ap-
plication behavior. Prior work on system-level management focuses on cross-layer
optimization methodologies that model device and design-level thermal management
strategies under different system-level constraints.
RingAware (Zhang et al., 2014), Therma (Beigi and Memik, 2016) and Fre-
qAlign (Abellán et al., 2017) employ thread allocation and migration to reduce the
thermal variations around communicating MRRs. Aurora (Li et al., 2015) encom-
passes a cross-layer approach at the device, system and OS-level to control the ther-
mal tuning power. LIBRA (Thakkar and Pasricha, 2018) uses a reactive technique
at device-level and a proactive thread migration policy at system-level to reduce the
impact of TV- and PV-induced MRR resonant shifts.
2.2.4 Bandwidth Allocation in Silicon-Photonic Links
In addition to the heating power for MRR thermal tuning, the power consumed in
the laser sources and the circuitry for E-O and O-E conversion form a major portion
of the overall photonic power. A high density of multiplexed optical signals is used in
WDM silicon-photonic link to deliver increased bandwidth for data-centric applica-
tions. Consequently, the photonic power increases linearly with the number of optical
signals in the silicon-photonic link (Bahadori et al., 2016). It is, therefore, critical to
address the trade-off between achieving high bandwidth and reducing photonic power
consumption and ensure sub-pJ operation at > 1Tbps on-chip bandwidths.
System-level bandwidth allocation techniques are implemented by assigning op-
tical channels depending on the bandwidth requirements of applications. Several
studies perform bandwidth allocation in different contexts by enabling a higher num-
ber of channels for maximum aggregated bandwidth (Bahadori et al., 2016), or via
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optimized wavelength allocation in silicon-photonic links based on application task
graph (Luo et al., 2018), or using an arbitration-free shared-channel silicon-photonic
link (Zulfiqar et al., 2013), among others. Winkle et al. design a learning-based
technique using silicon-photonic link utilization to determine the optimal number
of channels (Van Winkle et al., 2018). Chen et al. perform runtime bandwidth
allocation on clos and butterfly network topologies based on latency at each applica-
tion phase (Chen and Joshi, 2013). R-3PO is a reconfigurable 3D-integrated silicon-
photonic network that monitors the bandwidth availability and performs runtime
reconfiguration of network bandwidth (Morris et al., 2012).
A key missing aspect in these bandwidth allocation policies arises from a lack
of characterization models of MRR device-level sensitivities. The thermal control
loop uses a continuous mechanism to monitor the TV and PV sensitivities of on-chip
MRRs. A large temperature drift during an application execution results in a major
shift in MRR resonant wavelength and, therefore, requires MRR remapping to a new
set of optical channels. This remapping provides the opportunity to remap to a new
set of optical channels that result in minimal thermal tuning power. The prior works
for bandwidth allocation do not model the thermal control loop, leaving an open
opportunity to incorporate MRR remapping to reduce the thermal tuning power.
2.3 Optically-controlled Phase Change Memory
Though silicon-photonic links enable high-bandwidth and low-latency chip-scale net-
work designs, the system performance is still hampered by internal bandwidth and
latency of main memory systems. With DRAM technology facing critical scaling chal-
lenges at lower technology nodes (Kim et al., 2010; Kim and Popovici, 2018), memory
vendors and academic researchers are focusing their efforts towards developing non-
















Figure 2·5: Operating principle of a GST element. RESET: The
GST element is heated to its melting temperature and rapidly cooled
to change to a-GST. SET: The GST element is heated to its crystalline
temperature and gradually cooled to change to c-GST.
arrays, spin-transfer torque magnetic RAM, NAND Flash memory, and PCM have
emerged as promising non-volatile alternatives to DRAM (Rho et al., 2017; Kwon
et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Bhattacharjee
et al., 2017). PCMs outperform many other NVM candidates owing to their higher
reliability, increased bit density, and better write endurance (Bedeschi et al., 2008;
Burr et al., 2010; Wuttig et al., 2017; Nirschl et al., 2007). In this section, we first
study the properties of phase change materials. We then look at the operation and
challenges of conventional electrically-controlled PCM cells. We contrast OPCM cells
to EPCM cells and present promising opportunities to design high-throughput and
scalable main memory systems using OPCM technology.
2.3.1 Properties of Phase Change Materials
Phase change materials typically exist in a fully-amorphous state or a fully-crystalline
state with high stability. These states have distinct electrical (resistance) and optical
properties (refractive index), which can be used to map the data bit to the state of
the material, i.e. logic 0 to amorphous and logic 1 to crystalline state (Ovshinsky,
1968; Wuttig and Yamada, 2007; Burr et al., 2010). We can rapidly switch between
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the two states using electrical heating (Raoux et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2012) or high
intensity optical pulses (Zhang et al., 2017; Tanaka et al., 2012; Ríos et al., 2015).
Chalcogenides (e.g. S, Se or Te) are well-known phase change materials that ex-
hibit high contrast in electrical properties and optical properties of the two states (Wut-
tig and Yamada, 2007). Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is a chalcogenide that has been widely
explored due to its long data retention time (up to years), nearly zero leakage power,
and nanoscale size (Wuttig and Yamada, 2007; Lyeo et al., 2006; Rios et al., 2014).
Moreover, it is also possible to partially crystallize GST to an intermediate state be-
tween the fully-amorphous and the fully-crystalline state with high reproducibility.
These partially crystalline states have unique distinguishable electrical and optical
properties, enabling multi-level storage capabilities (Bedeschi et al., 2008; Nirschl
et al., 2007).
The operating principle of a GST element is shown in Figure 2·5. RESET opera-
tion results in the amorphization of the GST element, and SET operation results in
crystallizing the GST element. We refer to GST in amorphous state as a-GST and
GST in crystalline state as c-GST. The GST element is RESET by heating it above
its melting temperature (∼ 600oC (Yamada et al., 1991)), where the material loses
its crystalline state and transforms into an unordered state. The material is then
rapidly cooled to retain its amorphous state. The GST element is SET by heating
it to the crystallization temperature (100 − 150oC (Yamada et al., 1991)). The ma-
terial is maintained at this temperature to enable atomic reordering. The heating
energy applied to the GST material is slowly released to gradually cool down the
material and induce crystal growth. The rate of energy release determines the partial
crystallization state of the GST material.
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2.3.2 Issues with an Electrically-controlled PCM Cell
The structure of an EPCM cell is similar to that of a DRAM cell (Lee et al., 2009).
The cell consists of 1 access transistor and 1 GST element. The read and write (SET
or RESET) operations are performed by passing different currents through the cell.
EPCM cells, however, suffer from critical issues that limit the adoption of EPCM
systems as a main memory alternative to DRAM systems. 1 EPCM cells utilize
the resistance values of GST element at different states to distinguish the states.
However, the resistance of a-GST and c-GST drifts over time (Li et al., 2012; Karpov
et al., 2007). Due to this drift, we need a larger noise margin, which limits the MLC
capability to 2bits/cell. 2 EPCM cells have longer SET latencies, which increases
the write latency compared to DRAM cells. The long write latencies slow down the
critical read requests by 2 − 3×, thereby impacting the performance of data-centric
applications. 3 Furthermore, RESET operation of EPCM cells requires large drive
current to amorphize the GST element (Lee et al., 2009). The power consumed
in the charge pumps to supply the current is 5× higher than DRAM cells, which
severely impacts the energy efficiency of EPCM systems (Kim et al., 2019). 4 Phase
change materials such as GST suffer from wearout due to repeated switching of states.
Typically, EPCM cells can endure about 107 − 108 (Qureshi et al., 2009a) writes
before wearing out, compared to DRAM cells (> 1015 (Chang et al., 2016b)). Hence
the average lifetime of EPCM systems is a critical concern.
Prior works on designing EPCM systems have focused on addressing the long write
latencies, high RESET energies and low write endurance. Some of these techniques
to hide long write latencies and reduce RESET energy include fine-grained power
budgeting (Jiang et al., 2012a), write truncation (Jiang et al., 2012b), dynamic write
consolidation (Xia et al., 2014), logical decoupling and mapping (Yoon et al., 2014),
proactive SET (Qureshi et al., 2012), partition-aware scheduling (Song et al., 2019),
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double-XOR mapping (Du et al., 2013) and boosting rank parallelism (Arjomand
et al., 2016). Promising techniques to enhance the write endurance include rotation-
based wear leveling (Qureshi et al., 2009a), process variation-aware leveling (Dong
et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2014), and writeback minimization and endurance man-
agement (Ferreira et al., 2010). Despite these promising design strategies, memory
systems designed using EPCM cells are still not a viable alternative to DRAM due
to their lower system performance and increased energy-per-bit.
2.3.3 Operation of an Optically-controlled PCM Cell
Figure 2·6 shows the structure of an OPCM cell, where the GST is integrated on
a waveguide (Ríos et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019). An OPCM cell consists of only a
GST element, and does not use a separate access transistor like in an EPCM cell.
The waveguides are fabricated using a Si3N4 layer deposited over a SiO2 layer (Li
et al., 2020). The GST layer is covered with a layer of Indium-Tin-Oxide to pre-
vent oxidation. The optical signals to read and write the OPCM cell lie in the C
band (1530nm−1565nm) and L band (1565nm−1625nm) of the telecommunication










Figure 2·6: (a) 3D view of a GST-based PCM cell that is controlled
using optical signals. (b) Cross-sectional view of OPCM cell, where the
GST deposited on a Si3N4 waveguide.
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Write and Read Operation of OPCM Cell
The write operation of an OPCM cell, i.e., either SET or RESET, is performed by
passing an optical signal along the waveguide. The optical signal is coupled to the
GST element and the energy of this signal triggers a state transition. For RESET
operation, an optical pulse of 180pJ is passed through the GST element for 25ns (Li
et al., 2019). For SET operation, an optical pulse of 130pJ is passed through the GST
element for 250ns (Li et al., 2019). Optical pulses of varying energies between 60 −
130pJ can be applied to transition the GST element to a desired partially crystalline
states (Li et al., 2019).
The contrast in the refractive indices of a-GST (3.56) and c-GST (6.33) enables
readout of stored data in the GST element (Michel et al., 2014). When an optical
signal is passed through the GST element, the higher refractive index of c-GST results
in an increased optical absorption by the GST element. Rios et al. demonstrate that
c-GST absorbs 79% of the input optical signal and allows transmission of only 21%
of the optical signal (Ríos et al., 2015). In contrast, a-GST transmits 100% of the
optical signal. The partial crystalline states allow transmission between 100% and
21% (Ríos et al., 2015). The data is, therefore, read out by sending sub-ns optical
pulses through the GST element and measuring the transmitted optical intensity.
MLC Capability of OPCM Cells
In OPCM cells, the read operation uses the distinct refractive index of each state
to determine the stored value. Unlike the resistance value used in EPCM cells, re-
fractive index experiences minimal or no drift over time (Li et al., 2019; Ríos et al.,
2015). This enables designing OPCM cells with higher number of stable partially
crystalline states having unique refractive indices. Thus, each OPCM cell supports
higher bits/cell than an EPCM cell. Prior works have demonstrated that it is possible
to reliably program the GST element using optical signals to contain more than 34
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unique partially crystalline states (Li et al., 2019; Youngblood et al., 2019), which
corresponds to 5 bits/cell. Using a higher capacity MLC enables the read and write
operation of a higher number of bits per access for the same number of processor-to-
memory links, thereby increasing the memory throughput. Theoretically, an OPCM
with 4 bits/cell provides 2× higher peak memory throughput than a typical EPCM
with 2 bits/cell. With OPCM cells projected to support 8 bits/cell in the near future,
we can obtain 4× higher peak memory throughput than an EPCM with 2 bits/cell.
2.3.4 High-throughput Access with Silicon-Photonic Links
Section 2.2 introduces the promise of silicon-photonic links as high-bandwidth-density
networks in manycore systems. Silicon-photonic links have been extensively explored
for high-bandwidth and low-energy communication between processor and memory
in prior works. Beamer et al. design a joint silicon-photonic link and electro-photonic
DRAM design to provide high internal bandwidth (Beamer et al., 2009). However,
the O-E-O conversion in such DRAM designs adds to the latency overhead. An
OPCM system with silicon-photonic links presents the opportunity for optical signals
to directly read/write the OPCM cells, eliminating the O-E-O conversion overhead.
Despite OPCM cells suffering from long SET latencies similar to EPCM cells, the
increased MLC capability and direct access using dense WDM silicon-photonic links
increase the peak memory throughput.
2.4 Memory Management in Heterogeneous Memory Systems
Traditionally, computing systems consist of homogeneous memory modules as the
primary main memory. The key attributes of main memory are its power, band-
width, latency, non-volatility, scalability and area density. An ideal main memory sys-
tem should be highly scalable and non-volatile, provide high bandwidth (> 1TBps)
at low latency (< 10ns), low energy-per-bit (< 10pJ/bit) and high area density
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(> 50MB/mm2). Unfortunately, due to the trade-off between these metrics, there is
not a single memory module that can provide all the above features. Heterogeneous
memory systems consisting of multiple memory modules are, therefore, becoming
prominent in a wide variety of systems from embedded systems to modern data cen-
ters and cloud systems (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011; Chatterjee et al., 2012;
Sodani, 2015; Kannan et al., 2017; Olarig et al., 2003; Avissar et al., 2001; Gai et al.,
2016). This section introduces the academic works and industrial products using
heterogeneous memory systems and then discusses the state-of-the-art techniques for
memory management in such systems.
2.4.1 Heterogeneous Memory Systems
To cater to the wide diversity in application memory requirements, memory vendors
provide memory modules with different performance and power characteristics. For
example, RLDRAM is a memory type optimized for low access latency, which makes
it ideal for switch and router applications (Toal et al., 2007). However, the static
and dynamic power consumption of RLDRAM is 4− 5× higher than a DDR3/DDR4
module, and the bandwidth is lower. On the other hand, LPDDR reduces power
consumption substantially, but has higher access latency and lower bandwidth; thus,
it is attractive for mobile platforms (Rho et al., 2017). HBM is an innovative memory
technology that stacks multiple DRAM layers vertically, where layers are connected by
TSVs. HBM2.0 boasts of more channels per device, smaller page sizes per bank, wider
activation windows and a dual command line for simultaneous read and write (Lee
et al., 2016b). These features distinguish HBMs to provide performance and power
improvements in case of bandwidth-sensitive workloads. Moreover, as we saw from
Section 2.3.2, NVM systems such as EPCM are superior over DRAM-based systems in
terms of higher scalability, lower leakage power and non-volatility. However, they suf-
fer from long write latencies and high write energies, which renders them impractical
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as primary main memory modules.
In spite of the promising memory technologies, there is no single memory module
that can provide the the ideal benefits of non-volatility, high area density, lowest la-
tency, highest bandwidth, and lowest power consumption at the same time. Therefore,
homogeneous memory systems are often not sufficient in an era of diverse compute-
and memory-intensive workloads. Motivated by performance-power trade-off among
various memory modules for diverse workloads, heterogeneous memory systems have
been proposed to improve performance and energy efficiency of computing systems.
Several prior works design heterogeneous memory systems consisting of either on-
chip scratchpad memory (Shen et al., 2016; Peón-quirós et al., 2015) or 3D-stacked
memory (Meswani et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2010). Heterogeneous
memory systems have also been proposed for reduced data processing in cloud com-
puting (Gai et al., 2016; Kannan et al., 2017). Hybrid memory systems with DRAM
and NVM systems have been widely explored due to the additional benefits of scala-
bility and data persistence obtained using these NVM modules (Dulloor et al., 2016;
Pavlovic et al., 2013; Khouzani et al., 2016). Commercial products such as Intel’s
Knights Landing processor (Sodani, 2015) and Knights Mill processor (Bradford et al.,
2017) have an on-chip HBM together with an off-chip DDR4, and AMD Radeon Fury
X (Macri, 2015) consists of an interposer with an HBM stack along with DDR3 mem-
ory. In 2015, Intel unveiled its Optane memory line based on 3D-Xpoint technology,
which has high density similar to DRAM, but with additional benefits of scalability
and data persistence (Hady et al., 2017).
2.4.2 Page Allocation in Heterogeneous Memory Systems
With multiple memory modules in a heterogeneous memory system offering varied
power-performance benefits, it is critical to develop a memory management policy
that can best utilize the benefits of different modules in such a system. This policy
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Figure 2·7: Memory access behavior of selected applications from
SPEC CPU2006 and SDVBS benchmarks. A high L2 MPKI indicates
that the application is memory-intensive. A low number of ROB stall
cycles for a memory-intensive application implies high memory-level
parallelism.
needs to account for the application’s memory requirement and allocate memory pages
from a module that is best suited to the application. A wide diversity in applications’
memory characteristics necessitates a robust and systematic page allocation policy.
Figure 2·7 plots the memory access behavior of applications from SPEC CPU2006
benchmark (Henning, 2006) and SDVBS benchmark (Venkata et al., 2009). The
L2 MPKI and ROB head stall time specifies the memory intensity and the MLP of
applications, respectively. From this figure, we observe that applications have diverse
memory intensities and exhibit different MLP. Achieving high energy efficiency and
system performance is, therefore, contingent upon placing an application’s data in
the right memory module.
Phadke et al. introduce an application-level allocation policy for heterogeneous
memory systems (Phadke and Narayanasamy, 2011). They profile the memory ac-
cess behavior of every application as a whole and allocate the entire application to
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the best-fit memory module. Other works employ optimal page-level allocation poli-
cies to utilize the lowest latency memory module by tracking frequently accessed
pages (Meswani et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2010; Pavlovic et al., 2013), or controlling
the amount of memory-mapped based on bandwidth utilization (Tran et al., 2013).
Chatterjee et al. place critical words in a cache line in latency-optimized memory
module and rest of the cache line in power-optimized modules (Chatterjee et al.,
2012). Shen et al. use PIN-based profiling to track array allocations for placing fre-
quently accessed and low-locality arrays in the on-chip scratchpad (Shen et al., 2016).
Dulloor et al. profile memory access patterns of data structures as either sequential,
random, or involving pointer chasing to place either in DRAM or PCM (Dulloor
et al., 2016). Peon-Quiros et al. track the access frequency and changing memory
footprint over time of dynamically allocated data structures to place them in either
on-chip SRAM or off-chip DRAM modules (Peon-Quiros et al., 2015). Intel’s Knights
Landing processor enables the programmer to explicitly allocate workloads’ critical
data in HBM using built-in APIs or compiler annotations (Sodani, 2015).
These memory management policies, though promising, perform page allocation
at a much coarser granularity. As the datasets of application are growing at an expo-
nential rate, there exists increased diversity in memory characteristics even within a
single application. Memory management at a coarser granularity such as application-
level, cache-line or highly-accessed pages leaves the benefits of the heterogeneous
memory system under-utilized. Furthermore, built-in APIs for memory management
puts the burden on the programmer to explicitly define these APIs in the application
source code.
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2.5 Distinguishing Aspects of this Thesis
This thesis identifies key gaps in architectural design and system management in
leveraging the promising benefits of silicon-photonics technology and optical phase
change memory. The major distinguishing aspects of this thesis in contrast to prior
state-of-the-art works are as follows:
• We design a simulation framework that characterizes the PV and TV sensitiv-
ities of MRRs and includes a model of the thermal control loop for thermal
tuning of MRRs. We are the first to model this thermal control loop, which
enables runtime thermal remapping of MRRs to the nearest resonant peak of an
optical signal. With the help of this thermal control model, the bandwidth allo-
cation policies developed in this thesis, SO-WAVES (Narayan et al., 2019) and
PROWAVES (Narayan et al., 2020b) reduces the photonic power substantially,
thus increasing the energy efficiency of silicon-photonic links. To further im-
prove these power management policies, we perform application instrumentation
on the software stack that can assist SO-WAVES and PROWAVES (Narayan
et al., 2020a). We also present the efficacy of silicon-photonic links for graph
workloads and discuss the architectural considerations of systems with silicon-
photonic links (Narayan et al., 2020c). These system management policies en-
able an energy-efficient design of chip-scale communication networks as well as
processor-to-memory networks.
• We are the first to design an optically-controlled non-volatile main memory that
can be directly accessed with silicon-photonic links. Our Co-designed Optical
phaSe change Memory and Optical link System, COSMOS, provides increased
memory throughput due to silicon-photonic links and increased bit density per
cell. COSMOS includes a hierarchical design of OPCM array microarchitecture
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with novel read/write access protocol. The design of the OPCM array combines
WDM and mode-division-multiplexing properties of optical signals to deliver
high internal memory bandwidth. We design an E-O-E control unit for seamless
integration of COSMOS with the processor. This E-O-E control unit receives
standard DRAM protocol commands from the processor, and converts them
into OPCM address, data, and control signals that are mapped onto optical
signals.
• With workloads exhibiting strong diversity in their memory characteristics, a
single memory module such as DDR4, LPDDR, RLDRAM, COSMOS, etc. fails
to sufficiently satisfy a wide range of diverse memory needs. With heteroge-
neous memory systems gaining popularity in a variety of computing systems,
we present a case for developing memory management policies at a fine granu-
larity. Our proposed framework, Memory Object Classification and Allocation,
MOCA (Narayan et al., 2018), performs memory managemenet at the granu-
larity of memory objects that are allocated in the heap space. MOCA profiles
an application and allocates memory objects within an application to memory




With the emergence of CMOS-integrated silicon-photonic technology, photonic links
are being widely adopted as chip-scale networks since they provide high bandwidth
density and low latencies at minimal energy-per-bit communication. However, a
limiting factor towards the wide-scale adoption of silicon-photonic links arises from
the high power overhead in the laser, the circuitry for electrical-optical conversion and
thermal tuning. In this chapter, we characterize the network bandwidth requirements
in applications and present system-level policies that limit the photonic power with
minimal impact on application performance.
The chapter begins with the architectural description of a 2.5D manycore chip
that uses silicon-photonic links. We describe our cross-layer framework that models
the device-level sensitivities of silicon-photonic devices and the architectural details
of the 2.5D manycore chip, and evaluates the system-level performance, power and
thermal profile for different workloads. We present our system-level management
policy called wavelength selection (WAVES) to provide a power-efficient operation of
silicon-photonic links for a range of communication-intensive big data workloads. We
then demonstrate the efficacy of silicon-photonic links for graph workloads and present
the architectural opportunities in redesigning memory hierarchies with photonic links.
Next, we demonstrate the benefits of software-level application instrumentation on
top of wavelength selection policies for further reducing the photonic power.
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Figure 3·1: POPSTAR architecture. (a) 2.5D manycore chip with
six compute chiplets and eight TxRx chiplets that are integrated on
a photonic interposer. (b) Architecture of a compute chiplet, with
four clusters and four cores per cluster. (c) Architecture of a TxRx
chiplet, with circuitry for data modulation, data filtering, flow control
and arbitration. (d) SWMR routing of optical channels and MRRG
assignment.
In our work, we use a homogeneous 2.5D manycore chip with integrated silicon-
photonic interconnect on the interposer, called Processor On Photonic Silicon in-
Terposer ARchitecture (POPSTAR) (Thonnart et al., 2020). Figure 3·1 shows the
complete architecture and organization of POPSTAR. POPSTAR consists of 96 cores
that are organized into six compute chiplets. The analog and digital circuitry that
handle the photonic communication are organized into eight TxRx chiplets. The
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compute and the TxRx chiplets are integrated on a photonic interposer. In POP-
STAR, we consider off-chip laser sources that emit optical signals onto the photonic
interposer through a fiber attachment. Vertical grating couplers couple these optical
signals between the waveguides on the interposer and the fiber attachment.
Compute Chiplets
POPSTAR comprises of 96 IA-32 cores from SCC (Howard et al., 2010). These cores
are organized into six compute chiplets, each containing 16 cores. Within a chiplet,
the 16 cores are further organized into four clusters of 4 cores each, as shown in
Figure 3·1b. Each core has a private L1 I/D cache of 16KB. There is a shared
distributed L2-cache with 256KB per cluster, and a distributed L3-cache, with 4 L3
tiles (4× 1MB) per compute chiplet.
TxRx Chiplets
A compute chiplet accesses the silicon-photonic link on the interposer via a TxRx
chiplet. The TxRx chiplets are composed of analog and digital circuitry required for
modulating digital data on optical signals, and converting the data received on optical
signals back into digital data. Figure 3·1c shows the architecture of a TxRx chiplet.
There are six TxRx chiplets that are connected to the six compute chiplets, and two
TxRx chiplets are connected to the external peripherals, IOs, and memory controllers.
For data modulation, the TxRx chiplet uses a serializer and a modulation driver for
every wavelength of optical signals in the system. Similarly, for data filtering, there
is a TIA and a comparator circuit for every wavelength of optical signals. An analog
thermal loop (Thonnart et al., 2018) detects the photodiode current, compares it with
a reference bias current and supplies heating power to thermally tune the MRRs so
that the detected photocurrent is equal to the reference current. The TxRx chiplet
uses FIFO queues and multiplexers to handle the flow control.
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Network Architecture
The silicon-photonic network on the interposer handles the data and coherence traffic
between the chiplets and main memory. The global network topology connecting the
TxRx chiplets is a Single-Writer Multiple Reader (SWMR) topology. The optical
channels are mapped onto a U-shaped spiral of waveguides on the photonic inter-
poser, as shown in Figure 3·1d. Each TxRx chiplet can send data over any of the
optical signals in the system. The data passes through the appropriate waveguide
and is routed to the destination TxRx chiplet, where the data is filtered out by the
photodetector. The data rate of each optical channel is 12Gbps, resulting in a peak
aggregate bandwidth of 1.5Tbps on the interposer with 16 optical channels.
MRRG Architecture
Each of the 8 TxRx chiplets has a set of MRRs organized underneath into an MRRG.
An MRRG consists of 16 WDM bundle of MRRs, with each WDM bundle operating
at a different optical channel. For each optical channel, an MRRG consists of a single
Tx MRR for data transmission to seven other TxRx chiplets and seven Rx MRRs for
receiving data from seven other TxRx chiplets. The Tx MRR in an MRRG modulates
data on one optical channel, which traverses through the silicon-photonic link to the
other MRRGs. The seven Rx MRRs in an MRRG are utilized to receive data from
MRRGs in other seven TxRx chiplets. The MRRs have a radius of 10µm, and designed
around a center wavelength of 1310nm with an FSR of 10.8nm. Thermal tuning of
MRRs is achieved via dedicated local heaters.
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Table 3.1: Notations used in modeling of silicon-photonic links.
Notation Description
C Number of TxRx chiplets (and waveguides)
λtot # available optical channels in the system
λact # activated optical channels
λmin Minimum # optical channels required for an application
∆λshift MRR wavelength shift due to PV and TV




Pheat Heating power for MRR thermal tuning
Plaser Overall laser power in the system
3.2 Cross-layer Simulation Framework for Silicon-Photonic
Links
We design a simulation framework to evaluate the runtime characteristics of workloads
on POPSTAR. Our simulation framework is a cross-layer approach that models the
impact at different levels in the computing stack. (a) At the device-level, we model
the impact of TV and PV on the MRR resonant wavelength, and the analog thermal
control loop that enables thermal remapping during different application phases, (b)
at the architectural-level, we model the processor architecture, communication traffic
arising in the silicon-photonic link and power consumed in different circuit elements
in the TxRx chiplet, and (c) at the system-level, we model performance, power and
thermal profile of workloads when executed on POPSTAR, and implement our system-
level policies to reduce the photonic power. Table 3.1 lists the notations used in
modeling the different parameters in our framework.
3.2.1 Device-level Modeling
As explained in Section 2.2.2, the resonant wavelength of MRRs shifts due to vari-
ations in temperature and fabrication process imperfections. In large 2.5D systems,
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the high compute activity across the chip introduces thermal hot spots and large
thermal gradients on the chip, which can reach temperatures > 85oC for compute-
intensive applications (Abellán et al., 2017). These temperature variations are not
only temporal, but also spatially lateral, since heat is not uniformly spread across the
interposer. Additionally, the process variations are mostly geometric and introduce
a random component. During the fabrication process of a die reticle, two distant
MRRs in the same die may experience completely different variations in their reso-
nant wavelength. To ensure reliable on-chip communication in the photonic link, it
is, therefore, essential to mitigate the impact of thermal and process variations on
the resonant wavelength of the MRRs.
For modeling the thermal-variation-induced resonance shifts in MRRs, we consider
MRR thermal sensitivity of 78pm/K (Thonnart et al., 2018). Given the small area
footprint of an MRRG, we assume that all the MRRs within an MRRG are at the
same temperature at a given time. As a consequence, all the MRRs within an MRRG
undergo the same resonance shift due to thermal variations. Characterization studies
at the die and wafer level show that the process variations of MRRs can be modeled as
a gaussian distribution (Thonnart et al., 2020). We, therefore, model the local MRRG
process variations as a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 100pm. The




·∆T + ∆λshift,PV . (3.1)
From Section 2.2.2, we saw that active control of resonant wavelength of MRRs is
performed by supplying heat to thermally tune the MRR to a higher order resonant
wavelength. The heating power to thermally tune the MRR depends on the overall
resonant wavelength shift of the MRR, the FSR and the heater sensitivity. Since
two adjacent resonant peaks are separated by FSR, the maximum wavelength shift
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required for an MRR is one FSR. With WDM, it is possible to multiplex multiple
optical signals in a waveguide, with the peak resonant wavelength of each signal evenly
spaced in the FSR. Therefore, an MRR can now be tuned to the nearest resonant
peak in the FSR. With a total of λtot optical signals, the maximum wavelength shift
required for an MRR is FSR/λtot. The analog control loop in the TxRx chiplet
detects the aggregate resonant shift of each MRR and supplies appropriate heating
current to lock the MRR to its nearest resonant peak (Thonnart et al., 2018). This




− (∆λshift mod FSRλtot ) (3.2)
The total heating power in POPSTAR can be calculated by aggregating the
heating power across all Tx and Rx MRRs. With a heater efficiency (dλ/dH) of











The system performance and the energy of the silicon-photonic links is highly im-
pacted by its microarchitectural details. We model the core microarchitecture of
POPSTAR, which is described in Section 3.1. The silicon-photonic link is modeled as
SWMR topology with a point-to-point latency of one cycle and a data rate of 12Gbps.
The packets sent on the silicon-photonic link consist of data and coherence accesses
by a core to an LLC on a separate chiplet in addition to the main memory accesses.
The network traffic in the silicon-photonic link impacts the laser power and the
active power in the circuit elements in the TxRx chiplet. These powers are, therefore,
a strong function of the number of optical channels in the system. The laser source
power of a single wavelength (PL) should be higher than the sum of the worst-case
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Table 3.2: Power consumption of a laser source and the different active
elements in TxRx chiplet for E-O-E conversion (Polster et al., 2016)
Component Active Power Idle Power
Notation Value (mW) Notation Value (mW)
Laser (wall-plug) PL 30 0
Serializer Psrl,a 3 Psrl,i 1
Driver Pdrv 3 0
Rx Comparator Pcmp,a 1 Pcmp,i 0.33
TIA PTIA 2 0
Arbitration and
Flow Control Parb,a 32 Parb,i 10
power loss in the silicon-photonic link and the photodetector sensitivity. We calculate
this value as 30mW . The overall laser power, Plaser, for λact laser wavelengths can
then be expressed as:
Plaser = PL · C · λact . (3.4)
To calculate the power consumed in the EOE circuit elements in the TxRx chiplet,
we consider the active and idle power of each element. Table 3.2 displays the active
and idle power that are determined from the post-layout simulations using Prime-
Time power analysis (Polster et al., 2016). We break down the overall EOE power
consumption into the power consumed by the Tx circuitry, Rx circuitry and the logic
for arbitration and flow control. Depending on the number of active optical channels
in the silicon-photonic link, we express the overall EOE power as follows:
PTx = Pdrv · λact + Psrl,a · λact + Psrl,i · (λtot − λact) , (3.5)
PRx = PTIA · λact + Pcmp,a · λact + Pcmp,i · (λtot · C − λact) , (3.6)




PEOE = C · (PTx + PRx + Parb) . (3.8)
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Figure 3·2: Simulation framework for modeling performance, power
and temperature of POPSTAR.
3.2.3 System-level Performance, Power and Thermal Modeling
To evaluate the performance and power consumption of POPSTAR with different
wavelength selection policies, we set up a simulation framework that is composed of
a performance simulator, a logic core power calculator, a PNoC power model and a
thermal simulator. Figure 3·2 depicts our system-level toolflow. For our experiments,
we use a diverse set of HPC applications from PARSEC (Bienia et al., 2008), SPLASH-
2 (Woo et al., 1995), UHPC (Campbell et al., 2012), HPCCG (Heroux, 2007) and
NAS Parallel Benchmark (Bailey et al., 1991). We also conduct experiments on large
scale graph processing algorithms from the GAP-BS benchmark (Beamer et al., 2015).
For graph applications, we use real-world datasets from the Stanford Large Network
Dataset Collection (Leskovec and Krevl, 2014). Table 3.3 details the HPC and graph
workloads from these benchmarks.
We model the architectural details of POPSTAR in Sniper (Carlson et al., 2011)
for simulating the performance of applications. In our simulations, we fast forward the
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initial phase of the application execution to the ROI. For each application, we execute
10 billion instructions in the ROI unless the application ROI finishes earlier. During
this execution, we collect the performance traces pertaining to the PNoC activity for
every interval. The interval size in our experiments is 100 million instructions, unless
otherwise stated. To understand the impact of our system-level policies for different
system utilization, we run each application with varying number of thread counts.
We use McPAT (Li et al., 2009) for calculating the core and cache power at every
interval. We feed the performance statistics from Sniper as input to McPAT. McPAT
calculates the dynamic power of all the active elements in the core based on their
activity. We calibrate the McPAT power numbers by scaling these numbers to the
published average power of the IA-32 core (Howard et al., 2010). We assume that the
idle cores are put to sleep and consume negligible power. We calculate the leakage
power in the cores using a linear temperature-dependent model. The power consumed
in the silicon-photonic link comes from the laser source, the EOE circuit elements in
the TxRx chiplet and the heating power to thermally tune the MRRs. We use our
analytical model to calculate the laser power (Equation 3.4), EOE power (Equation
3.5-3.8) and the heating power (Equation 3.3) for each interval based on the number
of active optical channels at that interval.
Table 3.3: Description of applications from the HPC and Graph
Benchmarks used in system simulations of silicon-photonic links.
Application Descripion
mg Multi-grid on a sequence of meshes
sp Scalar Penta-diagonal solver
bt Block Tri-diagonal solver
is Integer Sort
ft Discrete 3D Fast Fourier Transform
lu Lower-Upper Gauss-Siedel Solver































BEOL: Back end of line
TIM: Thermal interface 
material
(b)
Figure 3·3: (a) Layout of POPSTAR along with the dimensions of
compute and TxRx chiplets, (b) Cross-sectional view of POPSTAR
with the different layers in 2.5D integration
We use the 3D extension of HotSpot (Skadron et al., 2003; Meng et al., 2012)
to determine the transient temperatures of MRRs. HotSpot uses the power traces
for core and caches from McPAT and the power traces for the TxRx chiplet from
Equation 3.5-3.8. We model the layout of the compute and TxRx chiplets as shown
in Figure 3·3a. The 3D cross-section of POPSTAR is shown in Figure 3·3b, where
the chiplets are integrated on the interposer via microbumps using BEOL integration
technology. For efficient vertical heat dissipation, there is a heat spreader and heat
sink over the POPSTAR chip. Table 3.4 shows the material properties of different
layers. We calibrate the HotSpot temperatures to the temperatures obtained from
Project Sahara, which is a signoff thermal tool from Mentor. We obtain HotSpot tem-
peratures within 2% error margin of Project Sahara on average. Figure 3·4 illustrates
the thermal map of POPSTAR in Project Sahara and HotSpot.
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Heat sink 6900 400 396 8960
Heat spreader 1000 400 396 8960
TIM 10 6.8 900 1300
Chiplets 750 150 700 2330
BEOL 10 145 612 4237
Microbump Pitch=40,diameter=20 0.86 846 2689























Figure 3·4: Thermal map of POPSTAR in Sahara tool (Parry and Wang,
2018) and HotSpot tool (Skadron et al., 2003)
3.3 Wavelength Selection for Energy-efficient Silicon-Photonic
Links
The high data footprints and the growing on-chip communication traffic in data-
centric applications necessitate the design of silicon-photonic links with increased
peak bandwidth. The peak aggregate bandwidth of a silicon-photonic link is the
product of λact and the modulation bit rate of an optical channel. For applications
with high inter-chiplet communication, a higher λact provides increased communica-
tion bandwidth, and therefore, is desirable for higher performance. Figure 3·5a shows
an improvement in application performance as the number of optical channels in the
silicon-photonic link increases. However, the overall photonic power consumed in the
laser source, EOE circuitry in TxRx chiplet and the MRR thermal tuning also in-
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creases with an increase in optical channels. Equations 3.3, 3.4-3.7 and 3.2 show the
dependence of laser power, E-O-E power and thermal tuning power, respectively, on
the number of active optical channels (λact) in the silicon-photonic link. Figure 3·5b
also shows the rise in overall system power with increasing optical channels. This
increased photonic power consumption limits the ability to provide high bandwidth
density for applications. From Figure 3·5a, we observe a general trend that the sys-
tem performance tends to saturate at a particular λact. As a result, we can activate
the minimum number of optical channels, λmin, that sufficiently caters to the re-
quired bandwidth needs of an application. We now present our proposed wavelength
selection policy (WAVES), which can be performed either statically before the ap-
plication execution (SO-WAVES), or dynamically during the application execution
(PROWAVES).
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Figure 3·5: (a) Normalized execution time and (b) system power break-
down with different number of active optical channels (λact) in the silicon-
photonic link.
3.3.1 Static Policy: SO-WAVES
In SO-WAVES policy, we determine the minimum number optical channels that can
satisfy the average bandwidth needs of an application. An application has the highest
performance when run with λtot optical channels. We set a performance loss thresh-
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old, Lthr, from the maximum performance that is deemed accepted for the system.
We reduce the optical channels from λtot and determine the minimum number of op-
tical channels, λmin, that provides a performance within the set Lthr. At runtime,
we execute the application with λmin optical channels out of a total of λtot optical
channels. Section 3.3.3 explains the selection of the best combination of λmin from
λtot considering the process variations of MRRs, thermal profile of the chip and the
MRR locking mechanism.
3.3.2 Dynamic Policy with Time-series Prediction: PROWAVES
Figure 3·6 illustrates that the transfer of network packets in silicon-photonic links
is highly dynamic and periodic during the application execution. The plot shows
that applications have varying trends in bandwidth requirements. Since SO-WAVES
selects a single λmin for the entire application execution, much of the power benefits
from wavelength selection remain under-utilized. Therefore, a dynamic policy that
can select the minimum optical channel at each application phase is desirable. To this
end, we consider a Dynamic Oracle WAVES (DO-WAVES), which selects λact = λmin
within the set Lthr at each application phase. It is imperative to note that DO-
WAVES policy is not practically realistic as it assumes accurate knowledge of the
future execution trends to select the optimal λmin at each application phase. Our
goal is to design a proactive policy that can closely match the λmin of DO-WAVES.
PROWAVES is a dynamic policy that predicts the network activity for an appli-
cation phase using time-series forecasting, and proactively determines the λmin for
that phase. The network activity in the silicon-photonic link is characterized by the






































































Figure 3·6: Inter-chiplet packets transferred during application execution
for (a) bt, (b) ep, (c) shock, and (d) lu. Applications have phases where a
higher number of packets are transferred compared to other phases and these
phases exhibit periodic behavior.








































































































Figure 3·7: Trends and seasonality in the Latavg time series for (a) bt, (b)
ep, (c) shock, and (d) lu.
where Tqueuei is the aggregate queue latency of all packets, and Npi is the total number
of packets transferred during an application interval i.
We utilize an ARIMA (Box et al., 2015) predictor to forecast Latavg for each ap-
plication interval by utilizing past trends in Latavg. ARIMA model requires the time
series to be stationary i.e., the time series should be devoid of trends and/or season-
ality. The average packet latency experiences minimal trends but strong seasonality
during the application execution as depicted in Figure 3·7. We convert this time
series to stationary by computing the difference between consecutive time intervals,
a process known as differencing.
The ARIMA (p, d, q) forecasting model consists of: 1 an autoregression model
that forecasts a variable using the relationship between an observation and p prior
observations, 2 differencing of raw observations d times to make the time-series sta-
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Figure 3·8: Flow of PROWAVES. Every interval, the ARIMA model fore-
casts the Latavg. The linear regression model selects the λmin from the
forecasted Latavg. A K-S test is applied to update the ARIMA model in
case of divergence.
tionary, and 3 a moving average model applied to q prior observations to extract the
dependency between an observation and its residual error. We build the best-fitting
ARIMA(p, d, q) model using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1969).
The AIC estimates the goodness of fit of the model on the dataset, by determining
the relative information lost by the ARIMA model. The less information the model
loses, the higher the quality of that model. We start with an ARIMA(1, 0, 0) model
and perform a grid search for a range of p, d and q parameters. We increment these
parameters and determine the values that yield the lowest AIC value.
Figure 3·8 shows the operational flow of PROWAVES policy. During each interval,
we use the ARIMA(p, d, q) model to forecast the average packet latency for the
following interval. A time series, however, may diverge from the initial training
dataset and result in inaccurate forecasting. We incorporate a goodness-of-fit test to
detect the divergence of the real data from the ARIMA predicted data. We integrate
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) (Massey Jr, 1951) test into the ARIMA model to run
every interval. If the K-S test fails during an interval, i.e., marked by 1 in Figure 3·8,
we rebuild the ARIMA model by grid-searching again over the range of p,d and q
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parameters. An updated ARIMA(p, d, q) model is then utilized to forecast for the
following intervals.
With the predicted Latavg, we determine the λmin required for the next interval.
We devise a methodology to correlate the Latavg to the optimal λmin, which is selected
by DO-WAVES. For different intervals of our training applications, we determine the
λmin that provides a performance within the set Lthr at those intervals. Figure 3·9
shows a plot of λmin against the log of Latavg at those intervals. We fit a line through
these points, such that 90% of the points are above this line to ensure that the
bandwidth needs at an interval is always satisfied. We store the parameters of this
linear regression model on-chip. At runtime, PROWAVES determines the λmin for
the next interval based on the forecasted Latavg using the linear regression model.
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Figure 3·9: Scatterplots of Latavg vs λmin selected by DO-WAVES for
Lthr = 5%. (a) shows the line with least mean square error, (b) shows the
line such that 90% of the points are above the line.
3.3.3 MRR Locking with Wavelength Selection
During application execution with PROWAVES, due to resonance shift, the MRRs
need to be locked to the activated optical channels under three conditions: 1 when
PROWAVES increases the number of optical channels due to increased bandwidth
demand, 2 when PROWAVES reduces the number of optical channels due to lower
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Figure 3·10: Thermal remapping of MRRs to λact. As chip activity varies
during execution, the thermal profile of MRRGs varies, causing MRRs within
an MRRG to map to different optical channels.
bandwidth demand, and 3 a large temperature drift introduces a resonance shift
greater than FSR/λtot. For each of these three scenarios, the analog thermal control
loop in the TxRx chiplet supplies heating power to remap these MRRs to the nearest
laser wavelength in the spectrum.
Figure 3·10 shows an example of the thermal remapping of MRRs. When the MRR
shift increases over the tuning range of the heaters, the computation is temporarily
halted. An on-chip LUT is polled to determine the set of λact laser wavelengths that
result in the lowest thermal tuning power. The thermal control loop then supplies the
heating power to lock the MRRs to these new λact optical channels. This is shown in
Fig. 3·10, where the MRRs resonate at different laser wavelengths after remapping.
Similarly, when PROWAVES increases or decreases the λact during application exe-
cution, the on-chip LUT is polled to identify the new set of MRRs that needs to be
mapped to the selected λact.
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3.3.4 Hardware Cost of Wavelength Selection
Implementation of SO-WAVES or PROWAVES policy on a 2.5D system comes at
a minimal hardware cost. In SO-WAVES, an offline analysis determines the λmin
for the entire application execution. Thus, SO-WAVES does not incur any runtime
hardware overhead for determining λmin. In PROWAVES, the hardware performance
counters are polled at the end of every interval to read out network activity statistics,
i.e., the number of inter-chiplet packets transferred and overall queue time. An initial
ARIMA model is created using these statistics from the training interval and the
model parameters (p, d, q) are stored. On average, this ARIMA model is created in
72ms for an application. This ARIMA model is utilized to determine the λmin for the
next interval in parallel with the execution of the current interval. We observe that
ARIMA forecasting takes less than 0.1% of the execution time of an interval and,
therefore, is always hidden in the execution time of the current interval.
Once λmin for the next interval is determined, we need to activate the best com-





combinations. An LUT holds floating point
values of heating power for all the MRRGs, λtot wavelengths and temperature range
of 300 − 380K (0.5K precision). The memory footprint of this LUT is estimated as
400kB, and can be stored on-chip. At runtime, depending on the thermal profile at
the end of an interval, we poll this LUT and exhaustively search across all the laser
combinations to determine the best combination of λmin. As the worst-case LUT





· C lookups and additions, this latency is hidden within the
thermal remapping latency (100µs).
A major factor contributing to the performance overhead in PROWAVES comes
from the latency associated with increasing and decreasing the optical channels. Fig-
ure 3·11 illustrates the latencies of different components in PROWAVES during an
application execution. The ARIMA model predicts λmin for the next interval in par-
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Figure 3·11: Latency overhead of PROWAVES. Increasing λmin involves
laser activation (2ns) and thermal remapping (100µs). Decreasing λmin in-
volves laser deactivation (2ns) and flushing pending packets (100ns− 1µs),
both of which are hidden in the computation time.
allel with the execution of current interval. MRR remapping, if required for the next
interval, begins at the completion of the current interval. When λmin is increased,
the latency comprises of the laser power-on latency and the thermal remapping of the
new group of MRRs to the activated optical channels. Laser power-on takes about
2ns with relatively low drift (Simon et al., 2016). Once the laser wavelengths are acti-
vated, the thermal control loop remaps the MRRs to the activated laser wavelengths
in 100µs (Thonnart et al., 2018). Therefore, activating additional laser wavelengths
during an application execution introduces a latency overhead of 100µs.
When λmin is decreased, the next application interval requires deactivation of
certain laser sources (2ns (Simon et al., 2016)). We observe that there is no additional
WDM group of MRRs that needs to be tuned to the new set of laser wavelengths,
therefore, the MRR thermal remapping during laser deactivation is not necessary.
We simply release the heating power on the MRRs that were communicating via
the deactivated laser wavelengths, and maintain the heating power on the remaining
MRRs 1. However, decreasing λmin at runtime requires flushing the pending packets
on deactivated laser wavelengths. We measure the worst-case completion of pending
1Note that when deactivating laser wavelengths, we do not perform LUT lookup to select λmin,
as the LUT lookup requires MRR thermal mapping to a new set of λmin with a remapping cost of
100µs. So the activated λmin may not be the best combination that result in lowest thermal tuning
power.
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packets in the PNoC to be 100ns − 1µs, and this latency is hidden in the next
application interval. Hence, the overall latency of decreasing λmin is negligible.
3.3.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
We evaluate the power benefits of performing wavelength selection by comparing
SO-WAVES and PROWAVES against a baseline policy that activates all the optical
channels throughout the application execution. Moreover, we contrast the benefits
of thermal remapping obtained with the modeling of analog thermal control loop by
comparing PROWAVES to a prior power scaling technique (Van Winkle et al., 2018).
We also quantify the performance overheads of SO-WAVES and PROWAVES. We
conduct our experiments with varying system utilization by running the application
with different thread counts. In all experiments, we use Lthr values of 1% and 5% to
demonstrate the user flexibility of setting the performance loss threshold and exploring
the bandwidth-power tradeoffs in silicon-photonic links.
Power Benefits of SO-WAVES with Varying System Utilization
We evaluate the power benefits of SO-WAVES for different system utilizations by
varying the thread count in applications. Each application is run with Lthr values of
1%, 5% and 10%. Figures 3·12a-d shows the power savings for different applications
running on POPSTAR with 24, 48, 72 and 96 threads, respectively. In most appli-
cations, larger thread counts result in increased inter-chiplet network traffic among
the communicating threads. Consequently, larger thread counts require higher λmin.
This is evident in canneal and cholesky applications running 96 threads, which require
all the optical channels to be activated, even for an Lthr of 10%. Moreover, for ap-
plications with lower communication traffic (e.g., blackscholes, barnes, and lu.cont),
the system performance saturates for a lower λact compared to other applications. As






















































































































Figure 3·12: Photonic power consumption of POPSTAR with SO-WAVES
for (a) 25% system utilization, (b) 50% system utilization, (c) 75% system
utilization, and (d) 100% system utilization.
age power savings of 38%. For applications with higher communication traffic (e.g.,
canneal, swaptions, and cholesky), the high network traffic demands higher λmin,
resulting in average power savings of only 8% for Lthr = 1%. On average across all
applications, SO −WAV ES achieves 23%, 38%, and 42% average photonic power
savings with 1%, 5%, and 10% performance loss, respectively.
Power Benefits of PROWAVES with Varying System Utilization
We next study the power benefits of the proactive dynamic WAVES policy, PROW-
AVES, in contrast to SO-WAVES. We also compare the power benefits of PROWAVES
to DO-WAVES, which selects the theoretical minimum number of optical channels for
an interval. Our goal with PROWAVES is to select a λmin that is as close as possible to
the λmin selected by DO-WAVES. Our baseline case activates all the optical channels
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Figure 3·13: Photonic power consumption of POPSTAR with different
WAVES policies for (a) 50% system utilization, Lthr = 1%, (b) 100% system
utilization, Lthr = 1%, (c) 50% system utilization, Lthr = 5%, and (d) 100%
system utilization, Lthr = 5%.
in the systems, i.e., (λact = λmin). Figure 3·13 shows the photonic power consumption
with different WAVES policies under varying system utilization.
SO-WAVES consumes 8.6% and 21% lower PNoC power on average than the base-
line case for an Lthr of 1% and 5%, respectively. DO-WAVES is able to uncover addi-
tional photonic power savings in the system by activating lower λmin during phases of
low bandwidth needs. This is in contrast to SO-WAVES that selects and activates a
single λmin during the entire application execution. As a result, for Lthr of 1% and 5%,
DO-WAVES provides 34.4% and 40.7% reduction in photonic power than the base-
line. In comparison, for Lthr of 1% and 5%, the system with PROWAVES consumes
18% and 33% lower photonic power than the baseline and 10.2% and 16.4% lower
photonic power than SO-WAVES respectively. The power savings with PROWAVES
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is within 12% of the theoretical minimum, which is achieved by DO-WAVES. The
power savings obtained from PROWAVES lowers with increasing system utilization.
With a higher number of threads per chiplet, there is an increased inter-chiplet net-
work traffic, resulting in higher bandwidth requirements. Consequently, a higher λmin
is selected to satisfy the high bandwidth needs.
Thermal Tuning Power Savings with PROWAVES
A primary benefit of our cross-layer modeling in SO-WAVES and PROWAVES is
obtained with the modeling of the thermal control loop that enables runtime MRR
locking. We, therefore, compare PROWAVES against a power scaling technique based
on a ridge regression model (RR-PS) (Van Winkle et al., 2018). With a feature set
consisting of network metrics and L1/L2 cache misses, RR-PS predicts the number
of packets transferred in the PNoC. Using the predicted number of packets, RR-PS
calculates the minimum number of optical channels that can support the network
packets. A major limitation of RR-PS comes from the lack of TV and PV modeling,
and the resulting thermal tuning power. Here, we evaluate the two major benefits
of PROWAVES: (1) the modeling of the low-level thermal control loop that enables
MRR thermal remapping, and (2) the selection of best λmin for every interval.
Figure 3·14a shows the thermal tuning power in POPSTAR with PROWAVES or
RR-PS. The impact of TV and PV-induced resonance shift is prominently observed
in RR-PS compared to PROWAVES. Due to the lack of modeling a control loop for
thermal tuning in RR-PS, all the MRRs need to be tuned to the designated laser
wavelengths. Therefore, the average case tuning range for a random PV distribution
across MRRG in RR-PS is FSR/2. In contrast, the presence of a control loop for
thermal tuning in PROWAVES enables thermal remapping to the nearest activated
laser wavelength, resulting in a worst-case tuning range of FSR/λact. Since we model
the low-level thermal control loop at the system-level, we are able to capture the
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PROWAVES (Lthr = 5%)
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RR-PS [25] with TCL
PROWAVES (Lthr = 1%)
PROWAVES (Lthr = 5%)
(b)
Figure 3·14: Thermal tuning power comparison between RR-PS and
PROWAVES. In (a), RR-PS does not model thermal control loop that
enables thermal remapping, as initially proposed in (Van Winkle et al.,
2018). In (b), RR-PS is updated to include a thermal control loop model as
PROWAVES, but does not select best λmin that accounts for PV.
benefits of thermal remapping and significantly reduce the overall thermal tuning
power. Compared to RR-PS, PROWAVES consumes 24.6W and 26.3W lower thermal
tuning power with an Lthr of 1% and 5% respectively. Thus, modeling of the thermal
control loop is essential to evaluate system-level power benefits.
Since thermal control loop is essential for thermal remapping and significantly
reduces the thermal tuning power, we incorporate its modeling in RR-PS in Fig-
ure 3·14b. This modeling enables us to isolate the specific benefits of wavelength
selection. PROWAVES accounts for the impact of PV-induced resonance shift, which
varies across MRRs in an MRRG, and across different MRRGs. PROWAVES acti-
vates the best combination of laser wavelengths to reduce the impact of PV-induced
resonance shifts as opposed to RR-PS with TCL, which always selects a fixed set
of laser wavelengths for an interval. This finer level of wavelength selection in
PROWAVES reduces the thermal tuning power by 7.1% and 22.01% for Lthr of 1%
and 5% respectively, as compared to RR-PS.
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Figure 3·15: Normalized execution time and wavelength switching over-
head with different WAVES policies for (a) 50% utilization, Lthr = 1%, (b)
100% utilization, Lthr = 1%, (c) 50% utilization, Lthr = 5%, and (d) 100%
utilization, Lthr = 5%. The dotted line indicates Lthr.
Performance Overhead in Wavelength Selection
Figure 3·15 shows the execution time of applications with the baseline case (λact =
λtot) and under different policies, normalized to the baseline case. For each applica-
tion, we calculate the wavelength switching overhead of PROWAVES by determining
the count of thermal remappings arising due to laser activation or a large thermal
drift during the execution. On average, this switching overhead is computed to be
only 0.73% of the overall execution time for PROWAVES. Since we calculate the
λmin for PROWAVES by comparing only the computation time with the performance
loss threshold, the overall execution time including the wavelength selection overhead
occasionally violates the set Lthr.
Compared to the execution time of SO-WAVES, the dynamic selection in
PROWAVES is able to provide better performance at lower PNoC power, leading
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Figure 3·16: Comparison of λmin selected by DO-WAVES and
PROWAVES with Lthr = 5% for applications (a) bt, (b) is, (c) sp, and
(d) mg. During periods of high bandwidth needs, a higher λmin is activated,
and during periods of lower bandwidth needs, a lower λmin is activated.
to much lower PNoC energy compared to SO-WAVES. In PROWAVES, higher λmin
is selected during periods of high bandwidth needs and a lower λmin is selected dur-
ing periods of lower bandwidth needs. In contrast, since SO-WAVES only selects
a single λmin throughout the application execution, this λmin is roughly averaged.
Therefore, during periods of high bandwidth needs, SO-WAVES falls short of select-
ing the optimal λmin. Similarly, during periods of low bandwidth needs, SO-WAVES
overestimates and selects a higher λmin than required.
Forecasting Accuracy of PROWAVES Policy
Figure 3·16 illustrates the deviation of λmin selected by our proposed PROWAVES
policy from DO-WAVES. This deviation in the selected λmin and the resultant lower
power savings in PROWAVES can be attributed primarily to two major reasons.
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Figure 3·17: Latavg values from Sniper simulations and forecasted Latavg
values using ARIMA model for applications (a) bt, (b) ep, (c) shock, and (d)
lu running 96 threads.
First, the Latavg predicted by the ARIMA model does not have a 100% forecasting
accuracy. Second, the linear regression model used to correlate the predicted Latavg
to the DO-WAVES λmin has inaccuracies that further contribute to a slightly different
λmin. Figure 3·17 illustrates the simulated values of Latavg on Sniper and the predicted
Latavg values by ARIMA. We calculate the mean squared error of predicted Latavg
as 0.019ns2. Thus, our ARIMA predictor with K-S test has an automated process of
forming the model with 96.3% accuracy. Figure 3·17 depicts the Latavg values from
our Sniper simulations and the forecasted Latavg values from our ARIMA model. We
observe that the ARIMA model with K-S test captures the seasonality in the Latavg
time series with high precision.
We analyze the selected λmin against the training data in the linear regression
model. We obtain an R-squared value of 0.916 with a low p-value, strongly sug-
gesting that changes in the predictor’s value (Latavg) are related to changes in the
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Table 3.5: Summary of modeling parameters and results of different
wavelength selection policies
RR-PS [25] SO-WAVES [18] PROWAVES
Static/dynamic
policy Dynamic Static Dynamic
Model Ridgeregression Offline ARIMA
Thermal control
loop modeling No Yes Yes
Process variation







Latency overhead a1% Lthr, b5% Lthr
response variable (λmin). This shows that Latavg is statistically significant in pre-
dicting λmin. We observe from Fig. 3·16 that during each phase of an application
run, PROWAVES selects a λmin that is equal to or higher than the λmin selected by
DO-WAVES. Therefore, at the cost of slightly lower power savings, the performance
with PROWAVES is always better than DO-WAVES.
Summary of wavelength selection policies
The model for thermal control loop and the resultant MRR remapping enables SO-
WAVES and PROWAVES to reduce higher photonic power when compared to RR-
PS. Moreover, the dynamic wavelength selection in PROWAVES when helps uncover
additional photonic power savings compared to SO-WAVES, while staying within the
performance threshold. Table 3.5 summarizes the results and modeling parameters
of PROWAVES compared to RR-PS (Van Winkle et al., 2018) and SO-WAVES.
3.4 Silicon-Photonic Links for Graph Workloads
Graphs represent the basic relationship between two vertices. With data in several
application domains becoming increasingly connected, graphs are rather ubiquitous
in social networks, financial sectors, transportation representations and webpages.
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A primary bottleneck in graph applications arises from the highly irregular memory
access patterns resulting in poor spatial and temporal locality (Ahn et al., 2015).
These irregular access patterns often result in high and frequent memory accesses.
In 2.5D systems, when the LLCs are spread across multiple chiplets, the memory
accesses constitute a major fraction of the application execution time (Wang et al.,
2019). These graph processing applications require more than 1Tbps bandwidth in the
communication network. Though silicon-photonic networks are able to meet the high
bandwidth density demands of graph applications, the high photonic power limits the
energy efficiency of the overall system. In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of
WAVES in reducing the photonic power when running graph applications.
3.4.1 Evaluation of Wavelength Selection for Graph Workloads
We simulate the execution of graph applications from GAP-BS (Beamer et al.,
2015) benchmark when run on POPSTAR using our cross-layer simulation frame-
work. Table 3.3 shows the description of the graph applications used in these sim-
ulations. We evaluate these applications on three datasets, two Kronecker graphs
with 218 and 220 nodes and a real-world dataset from Google web graph (|V|=875713,
|E|=5105039) (Leskovec and Krevl, 2014).
Figure 3·18 illustrates the normalized execution time of graph applications as we
increase the peak aggregate bandwidth in the interposer by activating more optical
channels. Even for graph applications, we observe that the performance saturates
at different bandwidth values for different applications. We apply our wavelength
selection policy, SO-WAVES, on graph applications using a performance loss thresh-
old of Lthr = 1%. We determine the best combination of λmin that result in the
lowest thermal tuning range. Figure. 3·19 shows the normalized photonic power with
λmin, compared to the power with the highest bandwidth, i.e. λtot. SO-WAVES pro-
vides 36% average reduction in power with λmin than when using the peak aggregate
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Figure 3·18: Normalized performance with increasing inter-chiplet
bandwidth for graph applications on Google web graph. The per-
formance is normalized to the performance with peak bandwidth of
1.536Tbps.
























Kronecker graph with 218 nodes
Kronecker graph with 220 nodes
Figure 3·19: Photonic power consumption with SO-WAVES for graph
applications on three different datasets. Power numbers are normalized
to baseline case where all laser wavelengths are activated.
bandwidth with λtot. We observe that graphs with larger datasets consume higher
photonic power. This is due to the increased bandwidth needs and higher inter-chiplet
communication traffic as the scale of input dataset increases.
3.4.2 Architectural Exploration for Graph Workloads
Silicon-photonic links provide higher orders of bandwidth density compared to elec-
trical links and meet the bandwidth demands of graph applications. Thus, there is
an opportunity to rethink the design of conventional memory hierarchy for graph
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Figure 3·20: Performance of (a) bc and (b) pr with different inter-
chiplet bandwidth, when executed on 2 systems with different L2 cache
sizes.
applications, which do not utilize the cache hierarchy effectively. We first evaluate
the performance of graph applications with varying private L2 cache sizes for two
different inter-chiplet bandwidth. For this experiment, we use the Google web graph
dataset from SNAP (Leskovec and Krevl, 2014). Figure 3·20 shows the application
performance with increasing L2 cache size. We observe that the application perfor-
mance improves as we increase the L2 cache size for a low inter-chiplet bandwidth
of 192Gbps. However, a higher inter-chiplet bandwidth of 960Gbps shows minimal
execution time variations with increasing L2 cache size.
For lower inter-chiplet bandwidth and smaller L2 cache sizes, the execution time
due to L2 misses also includes the high fraction of queue latency in the photonic
link. Increasing the L2 cache size improves the hit rate and we observe a speedup in
performance. However, the L2 miss latency is still dominated by the queue latency in
the photonic link. When we increase the inter-chiplet bandwidth to meet the band-
width requirements of graph applications, we significantly reduce the queue latency.
As a result, the L2 cache misses for the same L2 cache size is serviced faster with a
high-bandwidth link. Due to irregular memory accesses in graph applications, we do
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Figure 3·21: Performance of (a) bfs and (b) pr with different inter-
chiplet bandwidth, when executed on 2 systems with different core
counts.
not observe performance improvement with increasing L2 cache when the bandwidth
requirements are met. As silicon-photonic links are able to meet the high bandwidth
demands of applications, there is an opportunity to incorporate a smaller L2 cache
per core and per chiplet.
We next evaluate the performance scaling of graph applications with increasing
core counts. As 2.5D systems enable modularity, we integrate more chiplets on the
interposer, keeping the same number of cores per chiplet. For this experiment, we
use our largest data graph, the Kronecker graph with 220 vertices. The maximum
bandwidth with λact = 16 increases from 1.5Tbps in a 96-core system to 1.9Tbps in a
128-core system. From Figure 3·21, we observe a performance improvement of 21%
on average for a 128-core system compared to a 96-core system for the same number
of activated laser wavelengths. It is interesting to note that the system performance
saturates at a higher inter-chiplet bandwidth for the 128-core system than the 96-
core system. For example, in bfs, we obtain a system performance within 1% of peak
performance for an inter-chiplet bandwidth of 864Gbps (λact = 9) in a 96-core system,
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while in the 128-core system, we obtain 1% of peak performance for an inter-chiplet
bandwidth of 1.56Tbps (λact = 13). Similarly, in pr, we obtain the peak performance
for λact = 6 for both systems. However, the aggregate bandwidth corresponds to
576Gbps in a 96-core system and 720Gbps in a 128-core system.
These observations enforce the scalability of graph applications with number of
coures due to their inherent parallelism. There is a significant increase in inter-
chiplet traffic with increasing LLC and memory accesses with higher chiplet counts.
Therefore, 2.5D manycore systems with silicon-photonic links are able to meet the
required bandwidths for graph applications.
3.5 Wavelength Selection using Application Instrumentation
Our wavelength selection policies provide the required bandwidth for an application
by activating the appropriate number of optical channels. However, most band-
width allocation policies including SO-WAVES and PROWAVES are typically imple-
mented at the system-level and have minimal to no exposure to the application source
code. Our proposed wavelength selection characterizes the bandwidth requirement
using offline analysis as in SO-WAVES or forecasts network activity at runtime as
in PROWAVES. However, the chip-scale communication traffic also depends on the
software implementation of the application algorithm. This dependence provides an
opportunity to develop a generalized software-level approach for performing wave-
length selection at the system-level.
This section introduces the software framework to instrument an application and
guide wavelength selection at the system-level. We instrument data structures or
privileged instructions in the application source code to provide information regarding
the communication traffic during the application execution. This information can
then be utilized at the system level to perform wavelength selection.
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3.5.1 Application Instrumentation
As an example, we consider PageRank, an iterative graph algorithm that has ex-
tremely high parallelism. We demonstrate that using appropriate instrumentation of
PageRank source code, we pass additional information regarding active vertices that
can be used to reduce the network bandwidth density.
Motivational Example: PageRank
The PageRank algorithm begins with equal ranks assigned to each vertex in the
input graph. Depending on the number of vertices connected to a vertex v,
(g.out_degree(v)), the rank of v is updated. At the end of every iteration, the
rank of each vertex is compared with an error threshold. The algorithm iterates until
all vertices converge.
A key characteristic of PageRank is the varying number of iterations required to
converge the vertices, which result in asymmetric convergence (Ozdal et al., 2015).
We demonstrate this characteristic by running PageRank on a Google webgraph from
SNAP (Leskovec and Krevl, 2014) and a Kronecker graph with 218 vertices. Fig-
ure 3·22 shows the fraction of vertices that have not yet converged at the end of each
iteration. On a Google webgraph, 21.77% of vertices converge in a single iteration,


































Figure 3·22: Number of unconverged vertices with iterations for





















for iter in 0 to max_iterations do
diff = 0
for v in g.vertices() do
for iter in 0 to max_iterations do
diff = 0
for v in g.active_vertex_set() do
if diff[v] < error
then g.active_vertex_set().delete()
if diff < error
then break
Figure 3·23: Framework of bandwidth allocation using application
instrumentation.
another 75.8% of vertices converge in the next 40 iterations, and less than 3% of
vertices converge in the last 60 iterations. It can be noted that a significantly high
fraction of vertices converge in the first few iterations, leaving a very low fraction
of unconverged vertices in later iterations. This observation implies reduced mem-
ory accesses in later iterations. Thus, there is an opportunity to reduce the network
bandwidth between memory and LLCs by deactivating certain photonic links in later
iterations and save photonic network power.
Framework for application-instrumentation-assisted wavelength selection
Figure 3·23 shows the framework of application instrumentation-assisted bandwidth
allocation. We instrument the PageRank source code to maintain a data structure
called active vertex set (Ozdal et al., 2015). The active vertex set maintains a list of
all unconverged vertices. During each iteration, PageRank algorithm operates only
on vertices in the active vertex set. At the end of each iteration, we update this active
vertex set by deleting vertices that converge during the current iteration.
We study the network characteristics when an instrumented PageRank is exe-
cuted on POPSTAR. Figure 3·24 illustrates the network packets transferred in the
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Figure 3·24: Number of packets transferred in the photonic network
during application execution for (a) Google webgraph and (b) Kro-
necker graph with 218 vertices
silicon-photonic link during application execution. Instrumenting the PageRank al-
gorithm with the active vertex set enables the algorithm to execute on lower number
of vertices every iteration. This results in an overall decrease in the LLC and main
memory traffic, resulting in a lower number of packets in the silicon-photonic link
as the application progresses. At the system-level, the wavelength selection policy
monitors the number of active vertices in PageRank as the application progresses.
This instrumented information is utilized in addition to other network parameters to
determine the minimum number of optical channels.
3.5.2 Simulation Results and Analysis
We evaluate SO-WAVES to demonstrate the benefits of application-instrumentation-
assisted bandwidth allocation. We utilize our simulation framework as described in
Section 3.2. We modify the source code in PageRank to maintain the active vertex set
that is updated every iteration with unconverged vertices. We model different network
bandwidths in Sniper for instrumented and uninstrumented PageRank and determine
the number of optical channels that satisfy the Lthr for SO-WAVES. Figure 3·25 shows
the photonic power savings with SO-WAVES that uses application instrumentation




































) No bandwidth allocationSO-WAVES on uninstrumented PageRank
SO-WAVES on instrumented PageRank
Figure 3·25: Photonic power savings using application
instrumentation-assisted bandwidth allocation
For instrumented PageRank, a higher number of vertices converge in the ini-
tial interations. SO-WAVES, therefore, allocates a higher bandwidth by activating
a higher number of optical channels during the initial iterations. For later inter-
vals, SO-WAVES activates a lower number of optical channels as the bandwidth de-
mand is reduced with fewer unconverged vertices. Using our instrumentation-assisted
bandwidth allocation across four datasets, on average, we reduce 35.13% of photonic
network power compared to bandwidth allocation on an uninstrumented PageRank
algorithm.
3.6 Chapter Summary
Silicon-photonic links are an effective alternative to electrical links as a high-
bandwidth and low-latency chip-scale networks in large manycore systems. However,
a cause of concern arises from the device sensitivity towards TV and PV, and the
high power overhead in the laser sources, electrical circuitry for E-O-E conversion
and the heating power for MRR thermal tuning. This high power overhead limits the
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energy-per-bit in silicon-photonic links at high bandwidth operations. Though device-
level strategies and architectural designs address these limitations in various degrees,
the growing diversity in applications’ network requirements demands a system-level
solution.
This chapter presents bandwidth allocation policies called wavelength selection
that also includes a cross-layer model of device sensitivities and solutions, architec-
tural designs and the system policies. We show that a static wavelength selection
policy, SO-WAVES, is effective in limiting the photonic power by activating the opti-
mal set of optical channels for an application. To further address the dynamic changes
in application’s bandwidth requirements, this chapter presents PROWAVES that uses
a time forecasting model to proactively activate the best set of optical channels for
the next phase. We evaluate a diverse set of data-centric HPC and graph applications
to demonstrate the potential of wavelength selection. We then present the efficacy
of application instrumentation that can assist these wavelength selection policies to
further reduce the photonic power. These system-level policies, in tandem with archi-
tectural designs and device-level solutions, are promising towards achieving a sub-pJ





Recent demonstrations of PCM prototypes that can be optically-controlled have in-
vigorated the concept of an optical memory system. Further merit to such memory
systems lies in their ability to directly interface with silicon-photonic links. The non-
volatility and the high bit density offered by such an optically-controlled PCM, called
OPCM, promises a high-throughput and scalable main memory system. Unfortu-
nately, the architecture and the access protocol used in current DRAM and EPCM
systems are designed to align with the properties of electrical addressing. The design
of a memory system using OPCM cells, therefore, requires a complete redesign of the
microarchitecture and access protocol tailored to the properties of OPCM technology
and silicon-photonic links.
The chapter begins with a discussion on design challenges in adapting the current
DRAM architecture for OPCM, rendering such a design impractical. We then intro-
duce our proposed Co-designed Optically-controlled phaSe change Memory and Op-
tical link System, COSMOS, that includes a hierarchical multi-banked OPCM array,
WDM silicon-photonic links to access the OPCM cells, laser sources and an E-O-E
control unit that maps the standard memory protocol from processor to OPCM-
specific commands. We study data-centric graph and HPC workloads and evaluate
their performance and energy consumption when run on a computing system that




























Figure 4·1: A typical EPCM architecture (Lee et al., 2009).
4.1 Challenges with Adapting DRAMArchitecture for OPCM
In this section, we first describe a typical EPCM architecture and then explain why
such an architectural design is impractical for OPCM. Figure 4·1 shows the archi-
tecture of EPCM (Lee et al., 2009). An EPCM cell consists of an access transistor
and a GST element. The EPCM array is a hierarchical organization of banks, blocks
and sub-blocks, as proposed by Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2009). During read or write
operation, the EPCM first receives a row address. The row address decoder reads the
appropriate row from the EPCM array into a row buffer. The EPCM next receives
the column address, and the column address multiplexer selects the appropriate data
block from the row buffer. The bitlines of the selected data block are connected to
the write drivers for write operation or to the sense amplifiers for read operation. The
write operation of an EPCM cell is performed by passing particular current values to
SET/RESET the GST element. The charge pumps supply the required drive voltage
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corresponding to SET/RESET operation to the write drivers. For read operation,
a read current is passed through the GST (Lee et al., 2009) and sense amplifiers
determine the voltage on the bitline to read out logic 0 or logic 1.
Naively adapting the EPCM architecture for OPCM, where we just replace the
EPCM cells with OPCM cells, raises latency, energy and thermal concerns, thereby
rendering such a design impractical. To understand these concerns, let us consider an
OPCM array that uses the EPCM architecture from Figure 4·1 with either an optical
row buffer or an electrical row buffer. Such an OPCM architecture has the following
limitations:
Limitations with optical row buffer: An optical row buffer can be designed using
a row of GST elements, whose states are controlled using optical signals. When a
row is read from the OPCM array using an optical signal, the data is encoded in the
signal’s intensity. This intensity is not large enough to update the state of the GST
elements in the optical row buffer. So we need to first convert the read value into the
electrical domain. Based on this value, we then generate a new optical signal with
the appropriate intensity to write the value into the optical row buffer. Therefore,
even though the optical signals contain an intensity corresponding to the data, this
intensity does not correlate directly to the optical energy required to write that data
to the optical data buffer. Essentially we perform an extra O-E and E-O conversion.
This necessitates the use of photodetectors, receiver, buffers, transmitter and optical
pulse generators, which unnecessarily add to the energy and latency of a memory
access. Hence, an optical row buffer is not a viable option.
Limitations with electrical row buffer: An electrical row buffer can be designed
either using capacitor cells as in DRAM or using phase change materials that are
controlled using electrical current as in EPCM. In both these cases, the row buffer is
accessed using electrical addressing.
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1. Impact on read latency: With an electrical row buffer, the row address is read
from the OPCM array into the row buffer, upon receiving the row address. The
row address first needs to be converted to an optical pulse, which is applied to
OPCM cells in the array to read the data. After optical readout of the entire
row, the data needs to be converted back into electrical domain to store it in the
row buffer. This requires E-O and O-E conversions on the memory side (irrespec-
tive of whether we use electrical or silicon-photonic links for processor-to-memory
communication). These conversions increase latency for each read access.
2. Impact on write latency: When writing data from the row buffer to the OPCM
array, a set of sense amplifiers reads the data from the electrical row buffer. This
row buffer data is then converted into an appropriate optical signal intensity using
pulse generation circuitry within memory. The optical signals can then be used
to write the data to the OPCM cells. Therefore, the write operation too requires
additional E-O and O-E conversion (irrespective of electrical or silicon-photonic
links for processor-to-memory communication), thereby increasing the latency for
each write access.
3. Impact on read/write energy: The energy spent in the peripheral circuitry
for optical signal generation and readout, as well as in the circuitry for E-O-
E conversion increases the active power within memory (Notomi et al., 2014;
Bahadori et al., 2016). Given that each read/write operation encounters multiple
E-O-E conversions, the energy per read and write access increases.
4. Thermal issues: Optical devices such as MRRs are highly sensitive to ther-
mal variations (Padmaraju and Bergman, 2014). The increased power density
in OPCM due to additional circuitry for E-O and O-E conversions causes poten-





















Figure 4·2: Overview of a 2.5D integrated computing system with
COSMOS as the main memory.
within memory lowers the reliability of the MRR operation. Such a design, there-
fore, calls for active thermal and power management in OPCM, which further
adds to the access latency and energy.
Hence, we argue for the need to redesign the microarchitecture and the read/write
access protocol for OPCM in a way that is tailored to the properties of the OPCM
cell technology.
4.2 COSMOS: OPCM Memory System with Silicon-Photonic
links
We introduce Combined Optical phaSe change Memory and Optical link System,
COSMOS, that provides high read/write throughput and consumes low read/write
energy when combined with high-bandwidth-density silicon-photonic links connecting
the processor and OPCM array. Figure 4·2 shows a high-level system overview of a
2.5D integrated computing system that uses COSMOS as the main memory.1 COS-
MOS includes a hierarchical design of a multi-banked OPCM array microarchitecture
1COSMOS-based main memory is agnostic of the integration technology. Since 3D-integrated
systems raises thermal concerns and 2D-systems result in large system footprints, we use a 2.5D-
integrated system with COSMOS.
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and a novel read/write access protocol, which are customized to the properties of
the OPCM cell. The optical signals in the silicon-photonic links directly access the
OPCM cells, eliminating the need for row buffers for intermediate storage. These
optical signals are generated by an E-O-E control unit that serves as an intermediary
between the memory controller in the processor and the OPCM array. This E-O-E
control unit is responsible for mapping the standard DRAM protocol commands sent
by the memory controller to optical signals, and then sending these optical signals to
the OPCM array. The distinguishing features of COSMOS as as follows:
1. The design of the OPCM array in COSMOS combines WDM and mode division
multiplexing properties of optical signals to deliver high memory bandwidth.
2. The OPCM array is only composed of passive optical components such as
MRRs, GST elements and waveguides. As a result, the OPCM array does
not dissipate active power during its operation, eliminating the need of thermal
management policies.
3. COSMOS uses a novel protocol for performing the read and write operations
of a cache line in the OPCM array. A cache line is interleaved across multiple
banks in the OPCM array to enable high-throughput access. The write data to
an OPCM cell is encoded in the intensity of optical signals that uniquely address
the cell. The readout of the OPCM cell uses a 3-step operation that measures
the attenuation of the optical signal transmitted through the cell, where the at-
tenuation corresponds to a predetermined bit pattern. Since the read operation
is destructive, COSMOS uses an opportunistic writeback operation of the read
data to restore the OPCM cell state.
4. COSMOS consists of an E-O-E control unit for seamless integration of the































































Figure 4·3: COSMOS architecture. (a) A multibanked-OPCM uses
p optical modes to access p banks. (b) An OPCM bank is an array
of m ×m tiles. Every tile is accessed by a TRA-channel and a TCA-
channel, each channel containing n optical signals. (c) An OPCM tile
is an array of n × n cells. Every cell is accessed by a unique pair of
optical signals. (d) OPCM cells are placed at every waveguide crossing.
DRAM protocol commands from the processor, and converts them into the
OPCM address, data, and control signals that are mapped onto optical signals.
These optical signals are then used to read/write data from/to the OPCM array.
The responses from the OPCM array are converted by the E-O-E control unit
back into standard DRAM protocol commands that are sent to the processor.
4.3 OPCM Array Microarchitecture in COSMOS
In this section, we describe the microarchitecture of the high-throughput OPCM array
in COSMOS. The key innovation of the proposed microarchitecture is enabling direct
access of OPCM cells by the optical signals in the silicon-photonic links. This direct
access avoids the extra E-O and O-E conversions that are required while adapting an
EPCM architecture for COSMOS. Our OPCM array microarchitecture is a hierarchi-
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cal multi-banked design that maximizes the degree of parallelism for read and write
accesses within the array. A distinguishing feature of our OPCM array design is that
it does not contain any active circuits that consume power; that is, it only contains
passive optical devices. To enable high-throughput access of OPCM cells within this
array, we propose a novel read and write access protocol for COSMOS. Figure 4·3
illustrates the detailed microarchitecture of our proposed OPCM array in COSMOS
that uses GST as the phase change material. Next, we describe each component of
the proposed architecture, particularly focusing on how to access an OPCM cell in
the optical domain with minimal E-O and O-E conversions, how to maximize par-
allelism in our OPCM microarchitecture, and how to perform low-latency read and
write operations within the OPCM array.
4.3.1 OPCM Tile
An OPCM tile (see Figure 4·3c) consists of an n × n array of GST elements, i.e.,
OPCM cells. The GST elements are placed on top of waveguide crossings as shown
in Figure 4·3d. This organization enables every OPCM cell to be accessed using a
unique pair of optical signals: one on the associated row and one on the associated
column. We need a total of n unique optical signals with wavelengths λ1, λ2,..., λn
that are routed in the rows (one per row waveguide), and n unique optical signals
with wavelengths λn+1, λn+2,..., λ2n that are routed in the columns (one per column
waveguide). Wavelengths λ1 to λn together form the Tile Row Access (TRA)-channel,
and wavelengths λn+1 to λ2n together form the Tile Column Access (TCA)-channel. A
TRA-channel (and similarly each TCA-channel) is mapped to one or more waveguides
depending on the number of wavelengths that can be multiplexed in a waveguide.
Owing to MLC, each OPCM cell stores bcell bits. The total capacity of an OPCM tile
is n2.bcell. A maximum of n cells can be read/written in parallel from a single tile,
which gives us a peak throughput of n.bcell bits per read/write access for a tile. We use
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a Gray Coding scheme when mapping bit patterns to the states of the GST material.
Due to only one-bit difference in bit patterns between adjacent states, there is a very
low probability of multi-bit errors during read/write operations. These single-bit
errors can be corrected using standard single-bit error correction techniques (Spica
and Mak, 2004).
4.3.2 OPCM Bank
Figure 4·3b shows the organization of an OPCM bank. The OPCM bank is composed
of an array of m ×m OPCM tiles, and has a total capacity of m2.n2.bcell bits. The
OPCM bank uses m TRA-channels, one for each row in the bank, and m TCA-
channels, one for each column in the bank to communicate with the E-O-E control
unit. Each TRA-channel uses λ1 to λn, and each TCA-channel uses λn+1 to λ2n. We
design a hierarchical array of OPCM cells (m2 tiles with n2 OPCM cells per tile)
instead of a large monolithic array (m2.n2 OPCM cells), as designed by Feldman
et al. (Feldmann et al., 2017; Feldmann et al., 2019) to decrease the laser power by
the optical signals. With our proposed design, the laser sources only need to support
2n unique optical signals (in the range of λ1 to λ2n) instead of them.2n unique optical
signals that would be required in a large monolithic array. We utilize MRRs to couple
the optical signals of each TRA-channel and TCA-channel to its corresponding tile.
We need n MRRs that are tuned to λ1 to λn in each of the m TRA-channels and n
MRRs that are tuned to λn+1 to λ2n in each of the m TCA-channels.
4.3.3 Multi-banked OPCM Array
We interleave a cache-line across multiple banks using mode-division multiplexing.
The spatial mode of electromagnetic radiation describes the field pattern of the prop-
agating waves. An optical signal can propagate in several spatial modes. A waveguide
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(e) Address Mapping in OPCM
Figure 4·4: Mapping of the physical address in the memory controller
to the physical location of the OPCM cell in the OPCM array.
have exploited the multiple spatial modes of optical signals coupled with wavelength-
division multiplexing to design high-bandwidth-density silicon-photonic links (Luo
et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2017). Figure 4·3a shows the proposed multi-banked orga-
nization of the OPCM array using mode-division multiplexing. There are p banks,
each supporting one of the p spatial modes of the 2n optical signals. For example,
Bank 0 only supports mode 0 of all optical signals λ1,.. λn and λn+1,.. λ2n, Bank 1
only supports mode 1 of all optical signals, and so on. The waveguides connecting
the OPCM to the E-O-E control unit are multi-mode waveguides, which carry all
the p spatial modes of optical signals. We employ single-mode MRRs (Yang et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2017) that couple a single spatial mode of optical signals from the
multimode waveguide to a bank.
4.3.4 Address Mapping in COSMOS
Figure 4·3e shows an example mapping of the physical address received by the MC
to the physical location of cells within the OPCM array in COSMOS. A cache line of
64B is stored in a total of 128 OPCM cells with 4bits/cell. We interleave the cache
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line across 4 different banks. Within a bank, we map the 128-bit chunk of a cache
line to a tile. The tile has 32×32 cells, and so we map that 128-bit chunk to an entire
row within a tile. The row (column) field of physical address in the MC is mapped
to the row ID of tile (column ID of tile) field and the row ID of cell (column ID of
cell) field. In Figure 4·3e, we show how the different fields of the physical address
0x10301FC0 are mapped to bank ID, row ID of tile, column ID of tile, row ID of cell,
and column ID of cell.
4.4 Access Protocol in COSMOS
To enable high-throughput access of OPCM cells within the OPCM array, we propose
a novel read and write access protocol for COSMOS. When the MC issues a read or
write operation, the row address and column address are entered into the Row Address
Queue and Column Address Queue, respectively, and the write data is entered into
the Data Buffer in the E-O-E control unit.
4.4.1 Writing a Cache Line to OPCM Array
To write a cache line to the OPCM array, the E-O-E control unit identifies the bank
ID, the row ID and column ID of the tile, and the row ID and column ID of the cell
within a tile using the address mapping. In our example with 32×32 array of cells in
a tile, when writing 128-bit chunk of a cache line, we end up updating all the cells in a
row (any misaligned accesses are handled on the processor side). Hence, for writes at
cache line granularity, the column ID within a tile is not used. The E-O-E control unit
determines the optical intensity that is required at each OPCM cell in the row to write
the 128-bit chunk of the cache line. It then breaks down the optical intensity into
two signals, one with a constant intensity of I0 and the other with a data-dependent
intensity of Ii, where i = 1, 2, ..., 128. The E-O-E control unit modulates the constant
intensity I0 onto the optical signal corresponding to the row (selected by the row ID
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of cell) within a tile. The E-O-E control unit then modulates the data-dependent
optical intensities (i.e., I1, I2, ...,I128) onto the optical signals corresponding to the
columns within the tile. The E-O-E control unit transmits the row signal I0, and the
column optical signals I1, I2, ..., I128 in parallel to write the cache line in the OPCM
array. The superposition of the optical signals, i.e., I0+I1, I0+I2, ..., I0+I128 updates
the state of the OPCM cells. Note that since a cache line is spread across 4 banks,
the E-O-E control unit modulates data on optical signals to write to an OPCM tile
in each of these 4 banks. None of the optical signals individually carries sufficient
intensity to trigger a state transition at any cell, so none of the other cells along the
row or column are affected.
4.4.2 Reading a Cache Line from OPCM Array
To read a cache line from OPCM array, the E-O-E control unit transmits sub-ns
optical pulses along all the columns in a tile that contain the cache line and measures
the pulse attenuation. However, there are multiple OPCM cells along each column
and so the output intensity of optical signals will be attenuated by all cells in that
column. It is, therefore, not possible to determine the OPCM cell values using a
one-pulse readout. Hence, we use a three-step process for read operation of OPCM
array in COSMOS. 1 To read a cache line, the E-O-E control unit first determines
the bank ID, row ID and column ID of tile, row ID and column ID of cell. The E-O-E
control unit transmits a read pulse RD1 through all the columns in a tile containing
the cache line. Note that since a cache line is spread across 4 banks, the E-O-E
control unit transmits RD1 on the 4 different optical modes corresponding to the
4 banks. Each read pulse is attenuated by all the OPCM cells in the column. The
attenuated pulses are received by the E-O-E control unit, which records the intensities
of these attenuated pulses as I1,1, I2,1, ..., I128,1. These intensities are converted into
electrical voltage and stored as V1,1, V2,1, ..., V128,1. 2 The E-O-E control unit then
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transmits a RESET pulse to the OPCM cells of the cache line, i.e., all the cells along
a row within a tile. All the cells along the row are now amorphized and have 100%
optical transmission. 3 The E-O-E control unit then sends a second read pulse
RD2 through all the columns of a tile containing the cache line. Each read pulse is
again attenuated by all OPCM cells in the column. Given that step 2 amorphized all
OPCM cells of the cache line, the output pulse intensities are different from those in
step 1. The attenuated pulses are received by the E-O-E control unit, which records
the intensities of these attenuated pulses as I1,2, I2,2, ..., I128,2. These intensities are
converted into electrical voltage and stored as V1,2, V2,2, ..., V128,2. The E-O-E control
unit computes the difference of the stored voltages of steps 1 and 3, i.e., V1,1 − V1,2,
V2,1 − V2,2, ..., V128,1 − V128,2. This difference is used to determine the cache line data
stored in the OPCM cells.
4.4.3 Opportunistic Writeback for Read Operation
The RESET operation in step 2 of the read operation destructs the original data
in the OPCM cells. We, therefore, perform an opportunistic writeback of the cache
line to the OPCM cells. After completing the 3 steps of the read operation, the
read data and the address are saved into a holding buffer in the E-O-E control unit.
When there are no pending read or write operations from the MC, the E-O-E control
unit reads the data and its address from the holding buffer and writes the data back
to the OPCM array. This writeback operation does not block any critical pending
read and write operations coming from the MC. The dependencies in read and write
requests between the holding buffer and the data buffer is handled in the E-O-E
control unit. For a Read-After-Read case, the second read operation reads the data
from the holding buffer if present. If the data is not in the holding buffer then the
second read operation just uses the 3-step process + writeback (described above)
to complete the read operation. For a Write-After-Read case, if the write address
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matches the read address and there is an entry for that read in the holding buffer,
then the corresponding entry in the holding buffer is invalidated. The write data is
then entered into the data buffer and then written into the appropriate OPCM array.
The Write-After-Write and Read-After-Write are not an issue as the E-O-E control
unit processes them in order.
4.5 E-O-E control Unit Architecture
We design the E-O-E control unit as an interface between the processor and the
OPCM array. An LLC miss in the processor leads to a memory access request being
sent to the MC. The MC sends standard DRAM access protocol commands to the
E-O-E control unit.2 The E-O-E control unit maps these commands onto optical
signals that read/write the data from/to OPCM array.
For write operation, depending on the write address, the E-O-E control unit selects
specific optical signals in TRA-channel and TCA-channel, and maps the write data
onto an appropriate pulse intensity of these optical signals. For read operation, using
the 3-step process explained in Section 4.4.2, the E-O-E control unit filters the optical
signals received from the OPCM cell and determines the value stored in the cell. The
E-O-E control unit consists of five sub-units: a data modulation unit (DMU), an
address mapping unit (AMU), a pulse selector unit (PSU), a pulse amplification unit
(PAU), and a pulse filtering unit (PFU). Each bank has a dedicated set of these five
sub-units. Figure 4·5 shows the various sub-units in the E-O-E control unit.
4.5.1 Data Modulation Unit (DMU)
The DMU generates the modulation voltage and bias currents corresponding to the
write data. For write operation, we divide the k-bit write data into k/bcell entries and
2Given that OPCM cells do not require Activate/Precharge/Refresh operations, the
E-O-E control unit does not take any action for these commands. Though we can design an OPCM-
specific MC, our goal is to enable the OPCM operation with a standard MC in any processor.
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Figure 4·5: (a) E-O-E control unit design. DMU: Generates the mod-
ulation voltage and the bias current corresponding to read/write data.
AMU: Determines optical signals that correspond to read/write ad-
dress. PSU: Selects the optical signals. PAU: Amplifies the optical
signals using the bias current. PFU: Filters the optical signals to read
cell data.
store them in the Data Buffer (DB) (one entry per cell) of the DMU. For each entry
in DB, the DMU generates a modulation voltage (same fixed value for all possible
values that can be written to a cell) and a bias current depending on the exact value
that needs to be written. The DMU uses a voltage generator for generating the
modulation voltage and a current DAC for generating the bias current. It takes TEO
cycles to map each entry from the DB to the appropriate optical signals. So the DMU
generates the modulation voltage and bias current every TEO cycles, if the DB is not
empty, giving a write throughput of 1/TEO. The modulation voltage is input to the
PSU, and the bias current is input to the PAU.
In our 3-step read operation (described in Section 4.4.2), the DMU generates a
modulation voltage to select the optical signal. For step 2 in the read operation,
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it generates a modulation voltage and a bias current that corresponds to a RESET
operation.
4.5.2 Address Mapping Unit (AMU)
The AMU receives the address bits from MC in parallel with RAS and CAS signals,
and maps them to appropriate row and column optical signals. For a given read/write
address, the AMU generates two enable signals, EnR and EnC . The EnR signal is
used in the PSU to select the appropriate optical signal in the TRA-channel and
to select the associated silicon-photonic link driver. The EnR signal is also used in
the PAU to select the amplifier associated with the optical signal. Similarly, EnC
signal is used in the PSU to select the optical signal in the TCA-channel and the
associated silicon-photonic link driver, and to select the amplifier in the PAU. The
AMU is synchronized with DMU such that the enable signals from the AMU, and
the modulation voltage and bias current from the DMU reach the PSU and PAU at
the same time.
4.5.3 Pulse Selector Unit (PSU)
The PSU uses EnR and EnC to select the appropriate optical signals in TRA-channel
and TCA-channel, respectively, for the read/write operation. It also uses the EnR
and EnC signals to route the modulation voltage (received from the DMU) to the
silicon-photonic link drivers associated with the optical signals selected in the TRA-
channel and TCA-channel, respectively. The driver uses this modulation voltage to
detune the MRRs corresponding to the selected optical signals, and allows the optical
signals to continue to the PAU. The remaining MRRs filter out and block the other
optical signals from reaching the PAU.
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4.5.4 Pulse Amplification Unit (PAU)
The PAU amplifies the optical signals (received from PSU) in the TRA-channel and
the TCA-channel using the bias current received from the DMU. The PAU uses
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) for amplification, where the gain is a function
of the input bias current (Connelly, 2007). The amplified optical signals traverse
through the silicon-photonic link to the target OPCM cell.
4.5.5 Pulse Filtering Unit (PFU)
The PFU is only involved in the OPCM read operation. For step 1 and step 3 of the
read operation (described in Section 4.4.2), the PFU receives an optical signal back
from OPCM. The PFU uses MRRs for filtering the optical signals, and photodetectors
and transimpedance amplifiers to generate V1e during step 1 and V2e during step 3.
A voltage differentiator calculates V1e - V2e, and this difference is input to an ADC to
get the digital value stored in the OPCM cell. The PFU aggregates the values from
the 128 OPCM cells and then send a 64B cache link back to the processor.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation and Analysis
4.6.1 Evaluation Methodology
Computing System with COSMOS
We use an 8-core processor with fully-coherent LLC for our evaluation. We primarily
evaluate OPCM with 4-bit MLC (given that OPCM cells with 5 bits/cell has been
prototyped (Li et al., 2019)) against an EPCM with 2-bit MLC. For processor-memory
interconnects, we consider electrical as well as silicon-photonic links, with 1GT/s
transfer rate. Table 4.1 provides details of the processor and memory configurations.
The OPCM is organized as a single rank connected to a memory channel on the
MC via the E-O-E control unit. Each of the 8 OPCM banks has a set of dedicated
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Table 4.1: Architectural details of the computing system for COSMOS
evaluation
Processor, On-chip caches
Cores 8-core, 1GHz x86 ISA, our-of-order
L1 caches 32kB split L1 I$ and D$, 2-way, 2-cycle




4 banks, 8 devices/rank, 1 rank/channel,
bus width=64, burst length=4
tSET = 120ns, tRESET = 50ns, tread = 60ns, tBURST = 4ns
OPCM (Ríos
et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2019)
8 banks, 1 rank/channel, 1 device/rank
bus width=32× bcell, burst length=8
tSET = 160ns, tRESET = 25ns, tread = 25ns, tBURST = 1ns,
tEOE = 5ns
DMU, ATU, PSU, PAU, and PFU sub-units in the E-O-E control unit. The average
SET latency is tSET + tEOE, 165ns, the RESET latency is tRESET + tEOE, 30ns,
and the read latency is tread (time for 3-step read operation) + tEOE, i.e. 30ns. A
maximum of tSET/tEOE = 32 writes can be issued from the E-O-E control unit to
OPCM in parallel. The effective bus width between E-O-E control and OPCM for
write operation is, therefore, 32 × bcell. So, we can write 32 × bcell in parallel. A
maximum of tread/tEOE = 5 reads is issued from the E-O-E control unit to OPCM in
parallel. So, we can read 5× bcell in parallel.
Simulation Framework
We model the architectural specifications of the system in Gem5 (Binkert et al.,
2011). We conduct full-system simulations in Gem5 with Ubuntu 12.04 OS and
Linux kernel v4.8.13. We fast-forward to the end of Linux boot and execute each
workload for 10 billion instructions. The main memory models for DDR4 are based
on DRAMSim2 (Rosenfeld et al., 2011). For modeling EPCM and OPCM, we inte-
grate NVMain2.0 (Poremba et al., 2015) in Gem5. NVMain2.0 provides support for
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Figure 4·6: Performance comparison of COSMOS with EPCM.
Workloads
We simulate graph applications from GAP-BS benchmark (Beamer et al., 2015) and
HPC applications from NAS-PB benchmark (Bailey et al., 1991). We evaluate the
graph applications on three different input datasets from SNAP repository (Leskovec
and Krevl, 2014): Google web graph (google), road network graph of Pennsylvania
(roadNetPA) and Youtube online social network (youtube). For HPC applications
from the NAS-PB benchmark, we use the large dataset. We execute 8 threads of an
application in a workload, with each thread running on a dedicated core.
4.6.2 Performance Comparison with EPCM
We first compare EPCM (2bit MLC) that uses 64 processor-to-memory electrical
links with a COSMOS system (4bit MLC) that also uses 64 processor-to-memory
silicon-photonic links, and a COSMOS system (4bit MLC) that uses 256 processor-
to-memory silicon-photonic links. Figure 4·6 shows the overall performance (execution
time in seconds) for systems with these three configurations. Compared to the EPCM-
2bit with 64 electrical links, the OPCM-4bit with 64 silicon-photonic links has on
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Figure 4·7: Comparison of EPCM-2bit with 64 electrical links and
COSMOS-4bit in terms of (a) write throughput, (b) read throughput,
(c) average memory latency
This performance improvement is due to the higher bits/access throughput of
COSMOS resulting from higher MLC capability of OPCM cells and the single-cycle
latency in silicon-photonic links. Increasing the number of silicon-photonic links from
64 to 256 further improves the system performance. Compared to EPCM-2bit using
64 electrical links, we observe performance improvement of 2.14× on average for
graph and HPC workloads with COSMOS-4bit using 256 silicon-photonic links. These
performance benefits are due to denser WDM capacity in silicon-photonic links.
We next study the increased throughput in COSMOS in contrast with an EPCM
system. Figures 4·7a and 4·7b show the read and write throughput, respectively,
of COSMOS-4bit with 256 silicon-photonic links and EPCM-2bit with 64 electrical
links. Compared to EPCM-2bit with 64 electrical links, COSMOS-4bit with 256
silicon-photonic links theoretically has 8× higher peak bandwidth, i.e., 2× due to
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Table 4.2: Optical power budget for 2GB COSMOS. The table shows
optical power losses and SOA gain along the optical path from laser
source to OPCM cells.
Loss/gain component Single Total
Coupling loss −1dB −1dB
MRR drop loss (E-O-E control) −0.5dB −0.5dB
MRR through loss (E-O-E control) −0.05dB −3.2dB
Propagation loss (Laser to SOA) −0.3dB/cm −0.09dB
SOA gain +20dB +20dB
Propagation loss (SOA to OPCM) −0.3dB/cm −0.09dB
Bending loss −0.167dB −0.167dB
MRR drop loss (OPCM) −0.5dB −0.5dB
MRR through loss (OPCM) −0.05dB −3.2dB
Propagation loss (in OPCM) −0.03dB/cm −4.91dB
Max. power required to SET the GST 135pJ250ns −2.67dBm
Power per optical signal −7.22dBm =
0.19mW
Laser wall-plug efficiency 20%
Total laser power 16.38W
higher MLC capability and the 4× due to the increased number of processor-to-
memory links. Therefore, it is possible to issue increased number of parallel read and
write operations in COSMOS-4bit. From figure 4·7a and figure 4·7b we observe that
COSMOS-4bit has 2.09× higher read throughput and 2.15× higher write throughput,
respectively, than EPCM-2bit for graph and HPC workloads. This increased read and
write throughput of COSMOS-4bit hides the long write latencies. Figure 4·7c shows
that the average memory latency (read+write) of COSMOS-4bit is 33% lower than
EPCM-2bit across all workloads. The key insight from this study is that the increased
read and write throughput provided by the higher MLC capability and the silicon-
photonic links hide the long write latencies in COSMOS.
Energy Consumption of COSMOS
The primary contributors to the overall power consumption during the read and write
operations are the different active components in the E-O-E control unit and the laser
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sources that drive the silicon-photonic links. The OPCM array in COSMOS consists
of only passive optical devices, so it does not consume any active or idle power. The
electrical power consumed in the laser source is proportional to its optical output
power, which in turn depends on the optical losses in the path of the optical signal
and the minimum power required to switch the farthest GST element. Table 4.2
lists the optical losses in the various components and the maximum switching power
required at the GST element in decibels (dB). The various optical losses and SOA
gains are obtained from prior characterization works (Batten et al., 2008; Grani and
Bartolini, 2014; Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019). By accounting for the wall-
plug efficiency, we calculate the minimum required laser power per optical signal
as 0.95mW . Aggregating the laser power for all optical signals required in a 2GB
COSMOS system, we get a total laser power of 16.38W .
In the E-O-E control unit, the current-DAC in DMU and the ADC in PFU con-
sume 0.3mW each (Rekhi et al., 2019). For OPCM-4bit, 32 write operations can be
issued in parallel per bank, i.e., we can write 32× bcell× 8 = 128B in parallel with an
average write latency of 160ns. That aggregates to writing 2 cache lines of 64B each
in parallel. A cache line is interleaved across 4 banks and is row aligned in an OPCM
tile. Therefore, we need 4 row optical signals and 4 × 32 column optical signals to
write a cache line. Therefore, the total power of the laser, SOAs and DACs in the
E-O-E control unit for writing 2 cache lines in parallel aggregates to 334.8mW . This
equates to 40.68pJ/bit for writing to COSMOS-4bit.
For read operation, up to 5 read operations can be issued in parallel per bank,
i.e., 5× bcell × 8 = 20B bits in parallel, with a read latency of 25ns. The total power
of the laser, SOA, DAC, and ADC in E-O-E control for 5 parallel read operations
is 9.3mW , resulting in a read energy of 11.6pJ/bit for COSMOS-4bit. The energy
consumed in the electrical links connecting the processor and the E-O-E control unit
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Table 4.3: Energy-per-bit for read and write operations in EPCM and









is < 1pJ/bit (Coskun et al., 2020). For EPCM, we use NVSim (Dong et al., 2012) to
compute the energy-per-bit for read and write operations. The opportunistic write-
back operation in COSMOS uses the same energy as that required for write operation.
Table 4.3 shows the energy-per-bit for EPCM-2bit and COSMOS-4bit. The read and
write energy-per-bit of COSMOS-4bit are 3.8× and 5.97× lower, respectively, than
that of EPCM-2bit.
4.6.3 Sensitivity Analysis with Optical Parameters
In this section, we evaluate the sensitivity of COSMOS performance with respect to
several design variables.
MLC capacity
Rios et al. gave the first demonstration of a 2-bit OPCM cell operation (Ríos et al.,
2015). Advances in optical signaling and control have resulted in the demonstra-
tion of denser multilevel OPCM cells. Li et al. demonstrated 5-6 bits per OPCM
cell (Li et al., 2019). Further prototypes have demonstrated scalable integration of
OPCM cell arrays in silicon and silicon nitride platforms (Li et al., 2020; Feldmann
et al., 2019). With the maturity in optical integration technologies, OPCM technol-
ogy with 8 bits/cell is expected in the near future (Li et al., 2019). We compare
the performance of systems having OPCM with different MLC capabilities, ranging
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Figure 4·9: Performance comparison of COSMOS with different num-
ber of optical channels in the silicon-photonic link.
ure 4·8). The performance across applications increases by 39.2% on average as the
MLC capacity increases from 2 bits/cell to 4 bits/cell and by 26.4% as the MLC ca-
pacity increases from 4 bits/cell to 8 bits/cell. As the MLC capability of OPCM cell
increases, the bits/access number increases for the same number of processor-memory
links, thereby increasing the memory throughput.
Silicon-photonic links
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Figure 4·10: Performance comparison of COSMOS with and without
holding buffer for opportunistic writeback in read operation.
silicon-photonic links. This corresponds to the increasing number of optical channels
in the silicon-photonic links. Figure 4·9 shows the system performance of OPCM-
4bit with increasing optical channels. Increasing the number of optical channels in
silicon-photonic link enables parallel read and write accesses to a higher number
of OPCM cells. Due to this higher read and write throughput, as the number of
optical channels increases, the overall system performance improves. We observe
a performance improvement of 29.3% (on average) for OPCM-4bit with 256 silicon-
photonic links over OPCM-4bit with 64 links. A higher number of densely multiplexed
optical signals in the silicon-photonic link increases the peak memory bandwidth, and
therefore, improves the overall system performance.
Holding Buffer
Figure 4·10 shows the system performance comparison with and without the holding
buffer. In absence of the holding buffer, the read data needs to be written back to
the OPCM cells immediately after readout because the read operation is destructive.
Therefore, the complete read operation incurs a total latency of readout latency (25ns)
+ writeback latency (160ns). In contrast, when the E-O-E control unit consists of a
holding buffer, the read data is stored in the holding buffer at the end of read operation.
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The data from the holding buffer is written back to the OPCM cells only when the
DB in the E-O-E control unit is empty, ensuring that the writeback operation does
not stall any critical read and write operations. Using the highest read and write rate
of the workloads that we evaluated, we determine that a holding buffer with 16 cache
line slots, i.e., 1KB, is enough to avoid any memory read/write stalls. The holding
buffer occupies less than 1000 µm2 area and can be integrated into the E-O-E control
unit with minimal overhead.
4.6.4 OPCM Endurance Analysis
Similar to EPCM, OPCM cells have lower write endurance due to cell wearout. The
OPCM cell endurance depends on how often we write to that cell (Qureshi et al.,
2009a). Given that the read operation in OPCM also includes a write (RESET) in
step 2, the read rate also needs to be accounted for in the endurance analysis. We
calculate the average read and write rate across all the graph and HPC workloads and
then estimate the OPCM lifetime using the following equation proposed by Qureshi
et al. (Qureshi et al., 2009b):
Y = S.Wm
B.F.225
where, Y is lifetime in years, Wm is maximum allowable writes per cell, B is write
rate in bytes/cycle, F is processor frequency in Hz, and S is OPCM capacity in bytes.
Figure 4·11 plots the average lifetime for OPCM with different MLC capabilities.
Here we assume that for a given memory size, all MLC options use the same number
of silicon-photonic links. Hence, the OPCM with 8-bit MLC has higher effective
throughput than the OPCM with 4-bit MLC. As a result, an application running on
OPCM-8bit runs faster than an application running on OPCM-4bit. Hence, for an





























Figure 4·11: Average lifetime (in years) of COSMOS with different
MLC capabilities for different memory capacities.
8bit and OPCM-4bit, the number of writes/second to OPCM-8bit is higher than the
number of writes/second to OPCM-4bit. As a result, the lifetime of OPCM-8bit is
lower than that of the OPCM-4bit and OPCM-2bit.
4.6.5 Area Efficiency of COSMOS
To design the OPCM array in COSMOS, we use the prototype of a GST element devel-
oped by Rios et al. (Rios et al., 2014; Ríos et al., 2015). This prototype demonstrates
the MLC characteristics in 500nm × 500nm GST element with 500nm separation
between adjacent GST elements. We use 3D stacking for the OPCM array, with
different banks stacked vertically (one bank per layer). The multi-mode waveguides
are routed vertically, and in each layer single-mode MRRs filter out the mode of all
optical signals that belong to its corresponding bank. We calculate the area of a
bank as a function of the number of tiles in a bank, number of cells per tile, spacing
between two cells, size of each cell, and the size of MRRs required in a bank.3 We
calculate the bit density of COSMOS as a function of the number of OPCM bank
layers in the stack, the area of each OPCM bank, and the capacity of each bank.
We compare the area and bit density of the 3D-stacked OPCM array in COSMOS
3The tile size is limited by the number of unique optical signals in C and L bands with sufficient
guardbands (32 in our case). The number of banks depends on the number of unique electromagnetic
modes that can be supported (8 in our case).
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Table 4.4: Bit density (bits/mm2) of different memory technologies.







3D OPCM-4bit array in
COSMOS
268.43mm2 7.63MB/mm2
3D OPCM-8bit array in
COSMOS
67.1mm2 30.52MB/mm2
with DDR4, 3D-stacked HBM2.0 and EPCM-2bit memory system (see Table 4.4).
With current OPCM cell footprints, 3D-stacked OPCM-4bit has 1.2× and 2.9× lower
bit density than DDR4 and HBM2.0, respectively, and 1.25× higher bit density than
EPCM-2bit. Due to its higher MLC capacity, 3D OPCM-8bit has 3.4×, 1.4× and
5× higher bit density than DDR4, HBM2.0 and EPCM-2bit, respectively. Neverthe-
less, device-level research efforts have demonstrated that GST elements are highly
scalable and can retain the electrical and optical characteristics at amorphous and
crystalline states (Raoux et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2020). An aggressive chip prototype
with 200nm × 200nm GST element with 50nm separation has been recently fabri-
cated (Hosseini et al., 2014). These aggressive optical fabrication technologies promise
achieving several orders higher densities for OPCM arrays than current DRAM tech-
nologies.
4.6.6 Performance and Energy Comparison with DRAM
The overarching goal of COSMOS is to replace DRAM systems that are used widely
in computing systems. We noted that though all other NVM systems (in their cur-
rent form) provide non-volatility, data persistence and high scalability, their poor
performance negates their benefits and makes them impractical to replace DRAM
systems. We, therefore, compare the performance and energy of a DDR4 system with
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Figure 4·12: Performance comparison of DDR4 and COSMOS with
OPCM-4bit array.
2009), COSMOS-4bit with 256 silicon-photonic links, and COSMOS-8bit with 256
silicon-photonic links. Figure 4·12 shows the overall system performance across the
four configurations. For DDR4, replacing 64 electrical links with 256 silicon-photonic
links provides 32% average performance improvement. This improvement results
from the higher throughput due to dense WDM and single-cycle latency of silicon-
photonic links. With COSMOS-4bit, we obtain 5.6% improvement in performance
compared to DDR4 with 64 electrical links. This is in stark contrast to EPCM-2bit,
which performs 3 − 4× worse than DDR4. COSMOS-8bit with 256 silicon-photonic
links performs 30.6% better than DDR4 with 64 electrical links and 2.1% better
than DDR4 with 256 silicon-photonic links. The increased read and write through-
put due to the higher MLC capacity and dense WDM silicon-photonic links reduces
the average memory access latency of COSMOS. Figure 4·7c shows the the average
memory latency in COSMOS is 33.64ns across all workloads, which is lower than
DDR4 DRAM (40ns). Moreover, from Table 4.3 we observe that energy-per-access
for write operation in COSMOS-4bit is similar to that of DDR4 DRAM (40pJ/bit)
and the energy-per-access for read operation in COSMOS-4bit is 3.45× lower than
DDR4 DRAM (40pJ/bit).
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Though we evaluate DDR4 memory with silicon-photonic links, such a system
encounters several design challenges. To support silicon-photonic links in DDR4,
memory requests from MC require an E-O conversion in MC and an O-E conversion
in memory, and memory responses from DDR4 require an E-O conversion in memory
and an O-E conversion in MC. Effectively, we need two extra conversions on the
memory side. The active peripheral circuitry to support E-O-E conversions within
memory increases the power density and raises thermal concerns. Due to the high
thermal sensitivity of MRRs, there is a need for active thermal management. The
power and resulting thermal concerns affect the reliability of optical communication
in DRAM systems.
We observe that COSMOS with 4 bits/cell OPCM array demonstrates similar
performance and energy characteristics as current DDR4 systems, while COSMOS
with 8 bits/cell OPCM array improves performance. This is particularly exciting as
COSMOS can be scaled further, and unlike DRAM it has zero leakage power and
non-volatility, making it a viable replacement for DRAM in the near future.
4.7 Chapter Summary
With DRAM technologies facing critical scaling challenges, the scalability of memory
systems to meet the ever-increasing capacity and bandwidth requirements of applica-
tions is causing a major concern. In contrast, non-volatile memory systems including
EPCM systems suffer from long write latencies and high write energies, yielding poor
performance and high energy consumption for data-centric applications. This chapter
presents a disruptive memory system, COSMOS that is based on the concept of PCM
cells with optical control. OPCM cells have already shown tremendous promise due
to their higher bit density owing to increased MLC capacity. They also present an
opportunity to interface with high-bandwidth-density silicon-photonic links.
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COSMOS is a first-of-its-kind memory architecture consisting of a dense OPCM
array that provides a high read and write throughput when combined with silicon-
photonic links. This chapter also presents the design of an E-O-E control unit that
acts as an intermediary between any off-the-shelf processor and the OPCM array. We
demonstrate that a computing system with COSMOS delivers high performance and
low energy consumption, which are comparable to DRAM systems, at the same time
providing non-volatily, higher bit density and zero leakage power.
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Chapter 5
Memory Management in Heterogeneous
Memory Systems
In chapter 4, we presented COSMOS as a main memory module providing increased
bandwidth than DDR4, but with long write latency. Workloads with high memory
parallelism yield increased performance in COSMOS. However, workloads that are
more sensitive to memory latency would result in sub-par performance with COSMOS
as the main memory. Due to the inherent tradeoff of bandwidth-power in memory
modules, a single memory module can never provide the lowest latency, highest band-
width and consume lowest power at the same time. Heterogeneous memory systems
are effective in catering to a diverse range of memory access characteristics across
workloads. A computing system with heterogeneous memory uses multiple mem-
ory modules, each of which are optimized to either provide high internal memory
bandwidth or low memory access latency or low memory access power. The power-
performance benefits of such a system is contingent upon a memory management
policy that is aware of the access characteristics in applications.
In this chapter, we characterize the access patterns in applications at a fine granu-
larity of memory objects that are allocated in the heap space. These memory objects
exhibit vastly diverse memory access behavior, which are often significantly different
from the application’s aggregate memory access behavior. We, therefore, present our
argument for object-level page allocation and introduce our memory management
framework for heterogeneous memory systems.
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5.1 Memory Access Characteristics of Heap Objects
Figure 5·1: Access intensity and memory-level parallelism of heap memory
objects for applications from SPEC CPU2006 and SDVBS benchmarks.
Section 2.4.2 in Chapter 2 presented the diverse memory access characteristics of
different applications. An application-level page allocation policy profiles the access
patterns of applications and feeds this information to runtime page allocation (Phadke
and Narayanasamy, 2011). However, such a policy operates at a coarser-level granu-
larity and fails to distinguish the diversity in memory access characteristics that exists
within an application. Many applications are composed of a number of heap mem-
ory objects that are dynamically allocated at runtime. We study the memory access
characteristics of these memory objects since they are often accessed periodically.
Figure 5·1 shows the distribution of memory objects within selected applications
from SPEC CPU2006 (Henning, 2006) and SDVBS (Venkata et al., 2009) benchmark
suites. The L2 MPKI and ROB head stall time specify the memory intensity and the
MLP of objects, respectively. The size of a circle indicates the relative size of that
object. Figure 5·1 shows a wide distribution across both of these metrics for memory
objects within the same application. Therefore, an application-level allocation that
uses the memory access characteristics of the application as a whole may not yield the
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Figure 5·2: The flow of MOCA. The profiling stage uniquely names
memory objects and characterizes the memory intensity and memory
level parallelism. Classification stage uses this information to classify
objects. At runtime, each memory object is allocated with pages from
the best-fitting memory module based on object’s type.
full benefits in a heterogeneous memory system. As an example, memory-intensive
applications such as milc and mser have only a few memory objects with high L2
MPKI. In contrast to an application-level allocation, which would place all the ob-
jects into an RLDRAM module for these applications, a finer-level allocation could
place the objects with low L2 MPKI into an LPDDR module, thereby improving the
memory energy efficiency.
5.2 MOCA: Memory Object Classification and Allocation
In order to tap into the heterogeneity in memory access characteristics of objects
within an application, we develop the MOCA framework. MOCA consists of a profiler
that first uniquely names all the memory objects allocated in the heap address space.
For each memory object in the application, MOCA collects metrics that characterize
the memory intensity and the memory-level parallelism of that object. We then
classify these memory objects as either latency-sensitive, bandwidth-sensitive or non-
memory-intensive using predetermined thresholds on these metrics. We instrument




  array = malloc(16);




  string = malloc(20);
}
App ASM code:...
4004e9: e8 ca fe ff ff  callq  4003b8 <malloc@plt>
4004ee: 48 89 45 f8     mov    %rax,-0x8(%rbp)
...
4004f7: e8 c8 ff ff ff  callq  4004c4 <foo>
4004fc: c9              leaveq
...
4004d1: e8 e2 fe ff ff  callq  4003b8 <malloc@plt>














Figure 5·3: An example of memory object naming convention.
type. The page allocation algorithm in the OS is modified to track the type of each
memory object and allocate the object to the corresponding memory module in the
heterogeneous memory system. The profiling and classification of memory objects
are conducted offline, and the page allocation of memory objects happens at runtime
during application execution. Figure 5·2 shows the different steps involved in MOCA.
5.2.1 Memory Object Naming
The profiling stage uniquely names memory objects and collects metrics that charac-
terize the memory access behavior of each object. To name memory objects, we use
the return address of each dynamic memory allocation function (e.g., malloc, calloc,
etc. in C) and record the virtual address of its caller function in the stack. These two
addresses are unique to every object. Our naming convention for an example C code
is shown in Figure 5·3. When the memory object “array" is initialized, we first record
the virtual address of the caller function and the size of the object. The return address
stack of “array" consists of only one return address in the main function. When the
memory object “string" is initialized from inside the foo function, we again record the
virtual address of its caller function and its size. However, in contrast to “array", the
return address stack of “string" will consist of two return addresses, i.e., the return
address of malloc in foo and the return address of foo in the main function.
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5.2.2 Statistics Collection
Once we name all memory objects within an application, we utilize metrics that char-
acterize their memory access behavior. We record the LLC MPKI for each object,
which provides an indication of how frequently the memory is accessed. In addition,
we collect average ROB head stall cycles per load miss (Mutlu et al., 2006) for each
object. ROB head stall time is computed as the average cycles spent waiting at
the head of the ROB for load misses and This has been used as an effective mea-
sure for memory level parallelism in prior works (Mutlu et al., 2006; Phadke and
Narayanasamy, 2011).
5.2.3 Memory Object Classification
We use the collected statistics from profiling (memory objects, their LLC MPKI and
ROB head stall times) to classify objects as being either latency-sensitive, bandwidth-
sensitive, or neither. A memory object with high LLC MPKI implies increased main
memory accesses. Such memory objects are classified as memory-intensive. Among
the memory-intensive objects, the ones exhibiting low ROB head stall time imply
that the memory latencies of objects are largely hidden in the latency of prior objects.
Such objects, therefore, exhibit high MLP and are classified as bandwidth-sensitive
memory objects. The remaining memory-intensive objects with high ROB stall time
are more sensitive to the memory access latency. Such objects are classified as latency-
sensitive memory objects. The objects with low LLC MPKI have minimal main
memory accesses and are classified as non-memory-intensive objects. Such objects can
be placed in low-power memory modules without affecting the system performance,
thereby reducing memory power consumption.
Figure 5·4 depicts this classification where Lat Mem is a latency-optimized memory










Figure 5·4: Classification of memory objects into different types based
on latency and bandwidth thresholds.
power-optimized memory module. We classify objects with LLC MPKI greater than
ThrLat as memory-intensive objects. Among these objects, the ones with ROB head
stalls higher than ThrBW are allocated to Lat Mem module. The memory-intensive
objects with ROB head stalls lower than ThrBW are allocated to BW Mem module.
The rest of the objects with LLC MPKI lower than ThrLat are allocated to Pow Mem
module.
5.2.4 Binary Instrumentation
The offline profiling and classification stages collectively identifies the type of each
memory object in the application. We then instrument the memory object classifica-
tion information into application binaries. We modify the standard memory allocation
function (e.g. malloc, calloc, realloc) to enable an additional “type" field specifier.
This field specifier can be 0 to represent a latency-sensitive object, 1 to represent
a bandwidth-sensitive object, or 2 to represent a non-memory-intensive object. For
each object, we update the “type" field specifier in the application binary.
5.2.5 Page Allocation
At runtime, MOCA uses the object-level information to perform page allocation. The
heap memory address space in the virtual memory is divided into three regions as
shown in Figure 5·5. Similarly, the physical address space is also divided into regions


















Figure 5·5: Mapping of virtual pages in the heap space to multiple
memory modules in physical memory in MOCA.
mapping of virtual memory pages of a particular memory type (e.g., latency-sensitive)
to the physical frames of the corresponding memory module (e.g., RLDRAM).
When a memory object is instantiated through the modified memory allocator
(including the extra “type" field specifier), that object is allocated with virtual pages
from the heap space based on its type. In the page translation process, based on
the memory object’s virtual page number, the OS identifies the type of the memory
object and maps a physical frame from the memory module corresponding to its type,
as shown in Figure 5·5.
5.3 Implementation of MOCA
MOCA targets applications that run repeatedly on a servers and data centers. There-
fore, in a real system, it MOCA uses representative training inputs for offline pro-
filing and classification of memory objects. Once the binary of the application is
instrumented using the memory characteristics of objects, consequent runs of the ap-
plications can be executed seamlessly. We implemented a simulation framework in
Gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011) to conduct full-system architectural simulations. We use
a Linux 2.6.32 disk image as the host operating system. We track memory objects
allocated using the memory allocation library of C language (e.g., malloc()).
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5.3.1 Offline Profiling and Classification
To implement the naming process, we modify the memory allocation functions to get
the return addresses of each memory allocation function and its caller function using
a built-in function __builtin_return_address(). We create a shared library of the
modified memory allocation functions and preload this library while executing an
application. We add a profiler flag to our compiler to maintain all the objects within
an application in a LUT. This LUT contains all the information of every object (call
stack, size, start address, LLC MPKI, ROB head stall cycles per load miss). MOCA
uses the hardware performance counters of the processor to record the LLC misses
and the ROB head stall cycles for each memory object. Each time an object is
read/written to, if the ROB stalls for a memory read or if there is an LLC miss, we
identify the accessed memory object (based on the requested address) and increment
the corresponding counter for that memory object in the LUT. We also update the
object’s size as needed.
For classifying the memory objects as either latency-sensitive, bandwidth-sensitive
or non-memory-intensive, we empirically set the ThrLat and ThrBW . For our target
heterogeneous system, we set ThrLat as 1 and ThrBW as 20. ThrLat and ThrBW need
to be customized for a given system, as memory, cache, and core microarchitectural
parameters significantly impact memory performance and energy efficiency.
5.3.2 Runtime Page Allocation
MOCA’s runtime page allocation algorithm runs on top of the existing OS memory
management. As noted earlier, we use the classification information of objects to
instrument the application binary by specifying the “type" in the modified memory
allocation function. 1 When the CPU issues a memory request, it goes to the L1 cache.
1Alternatively, one could instrument the application binary with object statistics (LLC MPKI
and ROB stalls) and pass the Thr_Lat and Thr_BW thresholds to the OS.
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In parallel, the CPU searches TLB for the physical page number of this memory
request. On a hit, the TLB sends the physical page corresponding to the requested
virtual page. Otherwise, there is a page fault, and the OS searches through page
table to find the required virtual-physical page translation. The requested PTE is
returned and inserted into TLB. The OS maintains the starting, ending, and the next
available page number of each memory module in a heterogeneous memory system.
The OS is also given the priorities of memory modules for different memory object
types in case the most desired memory module is full (i.e., next best module if the
ideal one is full).
5.3.3 Overheads of MOCA
The profiling and classification of memory objects are conducted offline and do not
impact system performance at runtime. We measure the performance overhead of
running our applications with profiling turned on, and observe only 0.59% slowdown
on average. At runtime, the OS performs page allocation for memory objects only
when they are instantiated. Therefore, the page allocation overhead is negligible in
contrast to page migration policies that need to monitor runtime information.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation and Analysis
5.4.1 Simulation Framework
Computing System with Homogeneous/Heterogeneous Memory
We use the AMD Magny Cours processor (Conway et al., 2009) for demonstrating
the benefits of MOCA. Table 5.1 shows the microarchitectural details of the AMD
Magny Cours processor. We conduct simulations on both a single-core system and a
4-core multicore system. We consider a computing system with 2GB DDR3 memory
module as the baseline for all simulations, since most high-end servers and data centers
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Table 5.1: Microarchitectural details of AMD Magny Cours processor
used in Gem5 simulations.
Execution Core 1GHz x86 ISA with out-of-order execution
Fetch/Decode/Dispatch/Issue/Commit width 3,
84-entry ROB, 32-entry LQ,
tournament branch predictor with 4K BTB entries
On-chip caches 64KB split L1 I and D cache, 2-way, 2 cycle , 64B
line size, 4 MSHR
Unified L2, 512KB, 16-way, 20 cycles, 64B line size,
20 MSHR
Memory Controller Address mapping RoRaBaChCo, 4 channels,
FR-FCFS scheduling
employ this memory module. In addition, we consider 3 computing systems with
homogeneous memory, one with 2GB RLDRAM as the latency-optimized memory,
one with 2GB HBM as the bandwidth-optimized memory and one with 2GB LPDDR2
as the power-optimized memory. We denote system with DDR3 memory as Homogen-
DDR3, system with LPDDR2 memory as Homogen-LPDDR2, system with RLDRAM
memory as Homogen-RDLRAM and system with HBM memory as Homogen-HBM.
Our target computing system with heterogeneous memory consists of four memory
channels and each channel is connected to a type of memory module. We model
this memory system to consist of a 768MB HBM module, a 256MB RLDRAM
module, and two 512MB LPDDR2 modules. We use a dedicated memory controller
for each memory channel as the device timing parameters differ for different memory
modules. We compare our proposed MOCA, which is an object-level page allocation
in heterogeneous memory system, with an application-level allocation (Phadke and
Narayanasamy, 2011), where all the memory objects in one application are allocated
to that application’s best-fit memory module. We denote the heterogeneous memory
system with application-level allocation as Heter-App.
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Performance and Power Simulation
We conduct full-system simulations in Gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011). We model the
microarchitectural parameters of AMD Magny Cours processor in Gem5. We use a
Linux 2.6.32 disk image as the host operating system. For each application, we run
the applications for 100 million instructions at each simpoint (Hamerly et al., 2005)
to collect memory object statistics for each application.
We feed the Gem5 output statistics to McPAT (Li et al., 2009) for core and cache
power calculation. We calibrate the runtime dynamic core power values using mea-
surements collected on the AMD Magny Cours processor (Kumar et al., 2003). We
model performance characteristics of our memory system designs in Gem5 and use
MICRON’s DRAM power calculators for DDR3 (MICRON, 2011), RLDRAM (MI-
CRON, 2016) and LPDDR2 (MICRON, 2013) to calculate memory power consump-
tion. This calculator takes in memory read and write access rates as inputs and
provides detailed DRAM power traces for each banks. For HBM, we scale down the
DDR3 precharge and power-down current (Li et al., 2016a), and then estimate mem-
ory power from SDRAM power calculator (MICRON, 2011). We assume that the
I/O power and the on-chip bus power are negligible compared to total chip power.
Workloads
We run selected C-based applications from SPEC CPU2006 (Henning, 2006) and SD-
VBS (Venkata et al., 2009). For SPEC benchmarks, we conduct profiling using the
training input sets and perform allocation on reference input sets. In case of SD-
VBS benchmarks, we select two different images from MIT-Adobe fivek dataset (By-
chkovsky et al., 2011) for profiling and allocation. We classify the applications as
a whole to be either latency-sensitive (L), bandwidth-sensitive (B) or non-memory-
intensive (N). To run workloads on a multicore system, we create multi-program work-
load sets consisting of a diverse mix of these applications. As an example, 2L1B1N
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(a) (b)
Figure 5·6: (a) Memory performance in access time, and (b) memory
energy efficiency in EDP of homogeneous and heterogeneous memory
systems for single-program workloads
represent a workload set with two latency-sensitive applications, one bandwidth-
sensitive application and one non-memory-intensive application.
5.4.2 Performance and Energy Benefits for Single-core Systems
We demonstrate the benefits of heterogeneous memory over homogeneous memory
systems, and the benefits of object-level page allocation with MOCA over application-
level page allocation in heterogeneous memory systems. Figure 5·6a and Figure 5·6b
shows the memory performance and energy efficiency in EDP, respectively, across
different memory configurations for a single-core computing system. The memory
access times and memory EDP are normalized to that of an homogeneous memory
system with on DDR3 memory module, i.e. Homogen-DDR3.
For a single-core system, MOCA reduces the memory access time by 51% and
the memory EDP by 43% over Homogen-DDR3. Homogen-RL unsurprisingly has
the lowest memory access time whilst the worst energy efficiency. On the other hand,
Homogen-LP has the worst performance among all memory systems, but due to its low
power cost, it still has better EDP than Homogen-RL and Homogen-DDR3. MOCA
achieves the best energy efficiency among all experimented memory systems and stays
closest to Homogen-RL’s performance.
Compared to Heter-App, MOCA outperforms in memory performance by 14%
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Figure 5·7: (a) Memory performance in access time, and (b) memory
energy efficiency in EDP of homogeneous and heterogeneous memory
systems for multi-program workloads
and in energy efficiency by 15% for single-core systems. In particular, MOCA pro-
vides more benefits in performance and energy efficiency for latency-sensitive appli-
cations, such as disparity. disparity has two major memory objects, one with a high
L2MPKI and the other with a relatively low L2MPKI. Heter-App first allocates the
lower-L2MPKI object in RLDRAM module since it is the first one identified during
runtime. Since RLDRAM module capacity is used up by this object, the higher-
L2MPKI object is allocated in HBM module. In contrast, MOCA is aware of both
objects’ characteristics, and thus, allocates the higher-L2MPKI object in RLDRAM
and the lower-L2MPKI one in HBM, which improves the memory performance and
reduces the memory EDP. Therefore, object-level page allocation in MOCA is able to
unearth more of heterogeneous memory systems’ potential than an application-level
page allocation.
5.4.3 Performance and Energy Benefits for Multicore Systems
Figure 5·7a and Figure 5·7b shows the memory performance and energy efficiency in
EDP, respectively, for a multicore system. The memory EDP with MOCA is 63%
higher than Homogen-DDR3 and 40% higher than Homogen-LP, which makes MOCA
the most energy-efficient one among all tested memory systems. In addition, MOCA
reduces the memory access time by 26% and the memory EDP by 33% over Heter-App.
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Figure 5·8: L2 MPKI of stack and code segment for all applications
MOCA prioritizes the high-L2MPKI objects to RLDRAM and the high-MLP objects
to HBM, thereby reducing overall memory access time. In addition, MOCA also
places the non-memory-intensive objects to LPDDR modules, thereby reducing the
memory power consumption significantly. Thus, we see energy efficiency improvement
from MOCA over Heter-App, which tries to place all objects in RLDRAM module.
5.4.4 Classifying Stack Data and Code Segment
In MOCA, we mainly profile and allocate memory objects allocated in the heap space.
In addition, there are also memory accesses to the code segment as well as the stack
space. However, the memory access intensity of these segments is considerably lower
than that of the heap objects. Figure 5·8 shows the L2MPKI for stack and code
segments of the target applications. These segments exhibit lower L2MPKI values
due to the higher locality of code segment and lower data size of the stack segment.
Therefore, we allocate pages from LPDDR module for these segments in MOCA.
5.5 Chapter Summary
Heterogeneous memory systems are very effective in catering to a wide diversity of
workloads with varied memory characteristics. Although, such systems need a system
memory management policies to leverage their full potential in delivering high system
energy efficiency. In contrast to coarser-level page allocation policies in prior work,
this chapter points out that memory objects within an application exhibit substantial
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diversity in memory characteristics. Our proposed framework, MOCA exploits this
observation to design an intelligent data placement, which profiles an application and
places each object in a memory module that best suits that object’s memory access
behavior.
This chapter demonstrates that heterogeneous memory systems with MOCA out-
perform current homogeneous systems composed of DDR3 modules with 63% im-
proved energy efficiency and 30% higher performance. MOCA also enables an efficient
framework for memory management by providing 26% higher performance and 33%
improved energy efficiency compared to an application-level page allocation.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
As we usher in an era of extreme data-centric computing, the primary focus has shifted
towards data movement and data access in current and future manycore systems.
With silicon-photonic links and optical phase change materials undergoing major
breakthroughs in device research, they present a fascinating platform for designing
energy-efficient manycore systems. This thesis has presented architectural designs
and system management policies for chip-scale networks and main memory using
silicon-photonics technology. This chapter summarizes the important findings of the
thesis and discusses open problems for future research directions.
6.1 Summary of Thesis Contributions
This thesis addresses the energy efficiency concerns in data movement and data access
on two major fronts: developing system management policies for power-efficient uti-
lization of silicon-photonic links and designing an optically-controlled memory system
that is interfaced using silicon-photonic links.
Supporting the high-Tbps demands of data-centric applications on manycore chips
requires the design of dense WDM silicon-photonic links with increased optical chan-
nels. The consequent increase in the photonic power impacts the energy-per-bit bud-
get of chip-scale networks. We, therefore, postulate that it is sufficient to activate
the minimum number of optical channels that satisfies the application bandwidth
requirements. To this end, we model the different components of the power consump-
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tion in the silicon-photonic links, i.e., laser sources, electrical circuitry in the E-O-E
conversion and thermal tuning of MRRs. We identify that thermal tuning is a major
contributor to the photonic power, and leverage the analog thermal control loop at
device-level to enable MRR remapping at runtime. Our cross-layer simulation frame-
work accounts for the MRR sensitivities to PV and TV, architectural parameters
of the 2.5D manycore system and the system-level resource utilization, power and
thermal profile during an application execution. We propose a bandwidth allocation
policy, SO-WAVES (Narayan et al., 2019), that is effective in limiting the photonic
power by 38% compared to activating all the optical channels with only 5% loss in
performance.
A limiting factor of our SO-WAVES policy stems from the fact that it only ac-
counts for the averaged bandwidth needs of an application. An application has some
phases with high bandwidth utilization and some phases with low bandwidth uti-
lization. Since SO-WAVES activates optical channels based on averaged bandwidth
needs, this may under or over provision the dynamic bandwidth needs during an ap-
plication execution. To address this shortcoming, we propose a dynamic bandwidth
allocation policy called PROWAVES (Narayan et al., 2020b). PROWAVES consists
of a time-series forecasting that uses an ARIMA model to predict the bandwidth
requirement for the next phase and proactively activate the optical channels. We ob-
serve that PROWAVES consumes 16.4% lower photonic power than SO-WAVES for
the same performance loss threshold, i.e., 5%. We also compare PROWAVES with a
prior bandwidth allocation technique that uses ridge regression model for bandwidth
prediction, RR-PS (Van Winkle et al., 2018). Owing to model of the device-level
thermal control loop, PROWAVES results in 26.3W lower thermal tuning power than
RR-PS for the same performance loss threshold, i.e., 5%.
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We evaluate a diverse range of workloads from standard HPC and graph bench-
marks that form the basis of a majority of data-centric applications across several do-
mains. We particularly investigate graph benchmarks as they exhibit random memory
accesses, resulting in increased network traffic. We demonstrate that silicon-photonic
links, owing to their high bandwidth-density, are able to meet the high bandwidth de-
mands of graph applications (Narayan et al., 2020a). Moreover, we performed several
architectural sensitivity analyses using silicon-photonic links for graph applications
that present promising opportunities for redesigning future systems.
On top of our system-level bandwidth allocation policies, we implemented a
software-level instrumentation that reduces the network traffic in silicon-photonic
links during application execution (Narayan et al., 2020a). Using this application-
instrumentation approach, we observe a reduced number of inter-chiplet transferred
packets, thus reducing the application’s bandwidth requirements. As a result, we are
able to save 35.13% higher photonic power using instrumentation-assisted SO-WAVES
compared to SO-WAVES without instrumentation.
The performance of computing systems, despite using silicon-photonic links as
chip-scale networks, are still bottlenecked due to constrained bandwidth and long
access latency of the main memory. Our goal is to design a main memory system
that can be directly accessed by optical signals in the silicon-photonic links. This
thesis proposes COSMOS, a main memory system that combines optically-controlled
phase change materials with silicon-photonic links. The increased bit density per cell
and the high-bandwidth-density access of memory cells using silicon-photonic links
in COSMOS deliver a high memory throughput for read and write. COSMOS uses
a novel read and write access protocol that is tailored to the properties of OPCM
cells and the optical constraints of silicon-photonic links. Moreover, we design an
E-O-E control unit to enable interfacing COSMOS with current processors. The E-
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O-E control unit is responsible for mapping the DRAM protocol commands, data and
addresses to OPCM-specific optical signals.
Evaluation of a 2.5D computing system with COSMOS demonstrates 2.15× higher
write throughput and 2.09× higher read throughput compared to an equivalent com-
puting system with EPCM. This increased memory throughput in COSMOS reduces
the memory latency by 33%. Overall, when compared to EPCM, COSMOS has
2.14× better performance, 1.24× lower read energy-per-bit, and 4.06× lower write
energy-per-bit for graph and HPC workloads. COSMOS provides a scalable and non-
volatile alternative to DDR4 DRAM memory, with 5.6% higher performance and
similar energy-per-bit for read and write accesses. With DRAM technology undergo-
ing critical scaling challenges, COSMOS presents the first non-volatile main memory
system with improved scalability, increased bit density, high area efficiency and com-
parable performance and energy as DRAM. Our promising initial demonstration of
COSMOS architecture can open the doors for interesting architectural, design and
system-level directions that enable the feasibility of OPCM-based main memory in
future manycore systems.
This thesis finally addresses the shortcomings of homogeneous memory systems in
manycore chips in the era of workloads with diverse memory characteristics. Hetero-
geneous memory systems, with their potential to cater to a diverse range of workloads
with varying memory characteristics, still need a systematic memory management pol-
icy. We present MOCA, a framework for page allocation in heterogeneous memory
systems at the granularity of heap memory objects. MOCA first profiles an applica-
tion, collects statistics of different memory objects to classify them into different cate-
gories based their memory characteristics, and finally allocates them at runtime to the
best-fit memory module. Our evaluation of MOCA provides 63% energy improvement
compared to a homogeneous DDR3 memory system, and 33% energy improvement
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compared to an application-level allocation in heterogeneous memory system.
6.2 Future Research Directions
The architectural designs and system-level management presented in this thesis open
up interesting research directions in designing energy-efficient chip-scale networks and
memory systems.
6.2.1 Designing Efficient Silicon-Photonic Links
Bandwidth Allocation for Heterogeneous 2.5D Systems
This thesis presents WAVES as a system-level bandwidth allocation policy to address
the high photonic power overhead at increased network bandwidth. Our evaluations
demonstrated the power benefits of SO-WAVES and PROWAVES on a 96-core homo-
geneous 2.5D system, POPSTAR. A homogeneous 2.5D system consists of the same
compute chiplets integrated on an interposer. In such a system, the inter-chiplet net-
work traffic remains evenly distributed when a multi-threaded application is executed
with equal threads/chiplet. In contrast, a heterogeneous 2.5D system may experience
highly uneven network traffic distribution, as chiplets differ in their compute abil-
ity. Such uneven network distribution has been shown in heterogeneous manycore
systems consisting of CPU and GPU chiplets (Mirhosseini et al., 2017; Zhan et al.,
2016). Our proposed WAVES and PROWAVES policy activates minimum number
of optical channels for the entire system. As a result, some of the inter-chiplet net-
work traffic may be under-provisioned than the required bandwidth and yield lower
performance. To address this limitation, studying the network traffic patterns in
heterogeneous 2.5D systems is an interesting research direction.
• In a heterogeneous 2.5D system consisting of CPU chiplets, GPU or accelerator
chiplets and memory chiplets, the network traffic may be higher to and from the
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GPU chiplet due to its increased capability for parallel processing. Therefore,
a bandwidth allocation policy in such a system needs to account for uneven
network traffic between certain set of chiplets. Such a policy should also ensure
fairness to the network packets transferred so that none of the chiplets starve
for a long time.
• A heterogeneous 2.5D system also presents interesting design considerations in
chiplet placement and routing of silicon-photonic links to ensure thermal relia-
bility. Chiplets with higher compute activity result in increased temperatures,
demanding higher need for MRR thermal management. The placement of com-
pute chiplets, memory chiplets and the TxRx chiplets along with the routing of
the silicon-photonic links can be formulated as an optimization problem con-
strained by the thermal thresholds, the bandwidth required for the different
chiplets and the power budget.
Software Frameworks for Silicon-Photonic Links
This thesis presents the efficacy of bandwidth selection using application instrumen-
tation on PageRank algorithm. The benefits of such an approach opens up interesting
opportunities in designing more generalized software frameworks that can assist band-
width allocation policies. Such a framework can be implemented in several ways.
• One potential approach is to enable programmers with higher capability to de-
sign software at the function-level to minimize the data or cache coherency
traffic in the chip-scale network. Similar to our design, the programmer can
instrument the application using privileged instructions. Another powerful de-
sign can enable the programmer to define a specific flow of the application task
graph, which contains information about data dependencies. The goal of these
designs is to embed information in the source code to reduce network traffic. A
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dedicated core on chip can monitor the hardware performance counters to record
the network metrics, which can guide the system-level management policies.
• Another design approach is to enable the compilers to provide network infor-
mation to system management policies. Such an approach reduces the burden
on programmers to design optimized codes targeted towards network power
optimization. The compiler can use the code’s intermediate representation to
implement code-improving transformations to generate the object or machine
code. These transformations can leverage the data dependencies in the source
code and potential data coherency to minimize the chip-scale network traffic in
the silicon-photonic links.
6.2.2 Architectural Opportunities with COSMOS
This thesis proposes COSMOS as the first novel memory architecture using OPCM
cells. There are promising avenues to explore in the design architecture and the
software stack to maximize the potential of OPCM arrays.
OPCM-aware Scheduling and Application Mapping in COSMOS
The primary goal of COSMOS architecture is to ensure its compatibility with current
off-the-shelf processors. The E-O-E control unit is designed to interface with mem-
ory controllers and map the standard DRAM protocol commands to OPCM-specific
optical signals. The COSMOS system, therefore, uses the same memory scheduling
policies, virtual-physical address mapping, and error detection and correction mecha-
nisms that are used in current memory controllers. It will be interesting to investigate
whether the above mechanisms are indeed suitable for COSMOS.
• Most current memory controllers use FR-FCFS policy for memory schedul-
ing (Valsan and Yun, 2015; Martinez and Ipek, 2009). FR-FCFS policy is con-
ventionally designed to maximize the row-buffer locality in DRAM systems by
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prioritizing memory commands that hit in the row buffer. However, since COS-
MOS does not use a row-buffer in its design and directly accesses the cells in the
OPCM array, such a policy may result in sub-optimal performance. Therefore,
it is essential to identify the key bottlenecks with FR-FCFS policy in COS-
MOS, determine the extent of its impact and implement a memory scheduling
algorithm that maximizes the specific address mapping used in COSMOS.
• COSMOS relies on the E-O-E control unit to map the memory controller com-
mands to optical signals. Therefore, COSMOS still uses conventional electrical
links for memory controller to E-O-E control unit communication. Despite
silicon-photonic links + OPCM array delivering high throughput, the memory
controller can develop as a bottleneck for applications with high read/write
rates. The buffering of read/write operations may potentially stall the proces-
sor from issuing memory instructions even though the OPCM array is capable
of delivering the required throughput. Moreover, the memory controller still
issues commands for Precharge, Activate and Refresh, which are required for
DRAM systems, but are redudant for COSMOS. Therefore, it would be bene-
ficial to design an OPCM-specific memory controller in the processor. Such a
design also shifts the different sub-units in the E-O-E control unit inside the
processor or the memory controller as a separate chiplet.
• Application mapping to OPCM array is another interesting aspect to explore
as a potential direction. The high throughput obtained using COSMOS is con-
tingent on data accesses that are independent, which allows the E-O-E control
unit to pipeline the read and write accesses. However, in applications with
dependent accesses (e.g., pointer chasing, iterative algorithms), COSMOS can
yield suboptimal performance due to inefficient data mapping to OPCM cells.
Therefore, it is essential to consider data mapping policies in cases of graph
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Figure 6·1: (a) Multiplication and (b) Addition operation of two val-
ues stored in two OPCM cells in COSMOS.
workloads and data analytics to utilize the internal OPCM organization more
efficiently.
Processing-in-Memory in COSMOS
The current computing systems are mostly processor-centric, i.e., data is moved from
memory to processor for computation and then written back to memory. With the
data explosion in today’s workloads, most of this data movement leads to unnecessary
resource wastage and increases computation time and energy. Processing-in-Memory
(PIM) architectures have emerged as a memory-centric design that provide support
for computational elements or mechanisms inside the memory chips. These PIM
designs are based on analog or digital principles with the software stack providing
new primitives to support certain operations. PIM architectures have been extensively
studied in DRAM systems (Seshadri et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2016a; He et al., 2020;
Seshadri et al., 2017) as well as NVM systems (Li et al., 2016b; Angizi et al., 2017;
Angizi et al., 2018).
Owing to the higher bits/cell capability and high-throughput access, the OPCM
array in COSMOS provides an excellent opportunity for designing PIM architectures.
The associative property of optical signals enable us to perform addition and multi-
plication operation of two values stored in two separate OPCM cells. Figures 6·1a
and 6·1b illustrate the multiplication and addition operation of two values stored in
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two different OPCM cells. During multiplication operation, an optical signal with
intensity I0 is passed through the two OPCM cells that hold the operands for mul-
tiplication. The output optical signal has an intensity of T1.T2.I0, where T1 and T2
are the transmittance of the two OPCM cells based on the stored data. For addition
operation, two optical signals, both with intensity I0, are passed in parallel through
the two OPCM cells. The output intensities from the cells, T1.I0 and T2.I0 are aggre-
gated into the same waveguide. As a result, the final intensity of the optical signal is
I0.(T1 + T2).
Due to the high MLC capacity of OPCM cells, we can store n bits per cell,
which enables us to directly perform addition and multiplication of n− bit operands.
Currently, OPCM cells store 4 bits, with future projections forecasting up to 8 bits
per cell (Li et al., 2019). Most machine learning models operate on int4 and in8
operands (Martinez and Ipek, 2009; Fu et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2020), which makes
OPCM-based array with PIM capabilities particularly attractive for machine learning
applications. Unlike DRAM, which can take up to 8+ cycles for a single multiplica-
tion or addition of int8 operands, and EPCM, which can take up to 4+ cycles and
3× latency to write back the result, OPCM-based PIM systems can perform these
operations in a single cycle. Using dense WDM silicon-photonic links, we can also
perform multiple such independent operations in parallel, thereby increasing the com-
pute throughput substantially compared to DRAM-based PIM designs. Furthermore,
neural network inference models are primarily composed of matrix-vector multiplica-
tion operations. Therefore, a memory system capable of performing high-throughput
addition and multiplication operations can perform matrix-vector multiplication op-
erations at much lower J/ops. Feldman et al. demonstrated a photonic hardware
accelerator that is capable of operating at tera-MAC operations/sec using optically-
controlled GST elements for data-heavy AI applications (Feldmann et al., 2021). All
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these above factors open up interesting future research directions as follows:
• Designing a PIM system using OPCM-based arrays requires enabling archi-
tectural support and defining PIM primitives in the programming model.
These primitives can either be defined at instruction-level by embedding PIM-
specific instructions in the ISA or at the function-level using a pragma-based or
directive-based approach to offload a kernel/function on to PIM.
• The PIM paradigm in OPCM-based arrays would call for a redesign of the E-
O-E control unit as well. In addition to address and data mapping to optical
signals, the E-O-E control unit would need to decode the PIM instructions and
generate specific intensity optical signals corresponding to PIM operations. An
interesting direction would be to explore optimization techniques on operation
scheduling and pipelined execution by leveraging the high bandwidth density
offered by silicon-photonic links.
• For data-centric applications such as graph algorithms and privacy-preserving
workloads, the data operands are often longer than 8 bits, unlike machine learn-
ing applications. Such applications would, therefore, require novel memory or-
ganization and compute mechanisms for arithmetic operations, where operands
are stored across multiple OPCM cells.
6.2.3 Memory Management in Heterogeneous Memory Systems
Designing heterogeneous memory systems with COSMOS
This thesis presents COSMOS as a high-throughput main memory candidate that is
particularly beneficial in servicing high orders of parallel reads and writes. However,
latency-sensitive workloads with highly dependent reads and writes will encounter the
long write latency in the OPCM array. Similarly, workloads with significantly high
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write rate will result in a faster wearout of OPCM cells in COSMOS. Therefore, an
interesting direction is to design a heterogeneous memory system with COSMOS and
DRAM systems that utilizes the non-volatily, high bit density and high bandwidth
advantages of COSMOS and the latency and endurance benefits of DRAM.
• We can employ two strategies in designing a heterogeneous memory system with
DRAM and COSMOS. One strategy can employ DRAM as an upper layer cache
memory of COSMOS. Similar to the L1 and L2 caches, DRAM cache here is
hidden from the OS and can be accessed only using hardware implementation.
The DRAM cache can be implemented as a writeback cache to minimize the
write frequency to COSMOS.
• Another strategy is to design DRAM and COSMOS at the same memory hierar-
chy level. The physical address is spread across both the DRAM and COSMOS,
and the OS needs to manage the page translation and allocation. In such a sce-
nario, an updated framework of MOCA that monitors the write rate and the
required throughput for a memory object can be investigated.
Dynamic memory object migration in heterogeneous memory systems
In our proposedMOCA framework, we address the diversity in memory characteristics
that exists in memory objects within an application. We profiled their characteristics
and allocated them at runtime to the best-fit memory module. The runtime page
allocation, therefore, was performed at the object initialization. However, objects
may exhibit changing memory characteristics during an application execution. For
example, an application may initialize a memory object in parallel, which makes the
object bandwidth-intensive. During an initial phase of execution, the object may be
accessed in parallel, which retains the object’s bandwidth-intensive property. But,
during a later phase of execution, the object may encounter dependent accesses, which
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makes it latency-sensitive. As another example, a large object may be initialized
and accessed in parallel during an early phase of the application execution. The
object may not be accessed for the rest of the application, which makes the object
non-memory-intensive. Such behaviors are common in graph and machine learning
applications. Therefore, an object migration policy between memory modules needs
to be explored in the MOCA framework.
• A potential approach to implement a page migration policy for memory objects
can be a reactive one. We can monitor the object’s memory characteristics dur-
ing the application execution and when the characteristics drastically changes
based on a predetermined threshold, the object’s pages can be migrated to the
target memory module. It is essential to account the performance and energy
overhead of page migration in this approach.
• Another approach to implement page migration for memory objects is to use a
proactive policy. We can design a time-forecasting model to learn the object’s
memory characteristics over time. Using this model, the object’s pages can be
proactively migrated to the destination memory module. With this approach,
it is also possible to hide the page migration latency of an object during the
application execution.
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